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Pictorial representation has been one ofthe oldest fonns ofcommunication among
humans. Over time, it has found its place ll1 all fields of science including the field of
computer science. State diagrams, Petri nets, and flow graphs are some pictorial
representations that are used in representing the static or dynamic aspects of programs.
Among them, flow graphs have been used in the optimization of programs, specifically
in the compiling process. They are used in the field of software engineering to depict
and analyze the structural complexity of a program. They also help in the maintenance
process of software systems.
The three types of flow graphs that are widely used in optimization are control
tlow graphs (CFG), data flow graphs (DFG), and program dependence graphs (PDQ).
These graphs are used as intennediate program representations to optimize a program.
Another intennediate program representation is static single assignment form (also
referred to as SSA form), which is used to optimize programs [Cytron89].
Program dependence web (PDW) is a relatively recent form of intennediate
program representation. Program dependence web was introduced by Maccabe, Ballance,
and Ottenstien [Ballance90]. Program dependence web, which combines the ideas ofSSA
form and PDQ, can be directly interpreted using three models of execution. The three
models are control-, data-, and demand-driven models of execution. A PDW could be
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used to construct the compositional semantics of a program and to analyze tile
perfonnance of existing programs. It is also used in cross-compilation and provides an
insight into the algorithm-to-architecture mapping problem for parallel architectures using
different execution disciplines. A POW incorporates both the SSA form and the control
flow properties, which makes it a more powerful representation than a POO.
The origin of flow graphs can be traced to flow charts. Much research has been
done in the area of flow graphs [Aho73] [Hecht7?] [Dennis80] [Ferrante83] [Ferrante87]
[Cytron89] [Ballance90] [Cytron91] [Pingali91].
Most representations in the general area of data flow identification and analysis
treat all dependencies as data dependencies, control dependencies being converted to data
dependencies when necessary [Ottenstein84]. Constructions ofdata dependence subgraphs
have also received much attention [Ottenstein78] [Ottenstein81]. DFGs represent the
global data dependence at the statement level. Control dependence can be defmed in
tenns of control flow graphs. The transformations that involve both control and data
dependencies could be specified in POGs [Ferrante87].
Lowry, Cytron, and Zadeck, in their discussion of code motion [Lowry86], came
up with the concept of associating a unique variable name Vi to a variable v, each time
it is referenced. An efficient method ofrepresenting data flow and control flow properties
of programs was proposed by Cytron [Cytron89]. This method involves the translation
of simple FORTRAN programs into COO, which is then translated to an SSA fonn.
An extension ofa Poo, which combines the SSA form ofa program with explicit
operators that manage the flow of data values, is program dependence web [Ballance90].
Translation of a program to a PDW involves three steps [Ballance90]. The frrst
step is to convert the source program to an SSA form. This fonn serves as an input to
the second stage, where it gets translated to a gated single assignment form (GSA fann).
Finally, the GSA form is converted to a PDW.
A tool \vas developed which translates simple C programs to PDWs. This tool
uses a new algorithm that differs to a certain extent from the translation process discussed
r'~
earlier. The main difference is that CFGs, instead of ~00s, fonn the basis of the
translation.
This thesis discusses the translation process and the implementation details of the
tool. The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Chapter II introduces the
defmitions ot'intermediate representations that are necessary for the translation ofa source
program to a PDW. This chapter also introduces the basics of PDWs. Chapter ill
describes the translation process used in the development of this tool, and the difference
between the algorithm used and the algorithms that have been suggested in tile literature
[Ballance90]. Chapter IV discusses the implementation details and Chapter V stunmarizes
the research work and elaborates on the future work.
CHAPTER II
INTERMEDIATE REPRESENTATIONS
The various intermediate representations of a program, used in the literature for
different purposes, are defmed in this chapter. Control flow graphs (CFGs) and data flow
graphs (DFGs) are used in compilers for optimization. Data dependence graphs (DOOs)
can be used to measure data dependency complexity. Other intermediate representations,
such as static single assignment fonn (SSA fonn), gated single assignment form (GSA
form), and program dependence web (PDW) are also defmed in this chapter. CFGs and
DDGs play an important role in the translation ofprograms to program dependence webs
(PDWs). This chapter also discusses their abstract representations and their use.
2.1 Control Flow Graph
A CFG is a directed graph G with the nodes representing the basic blocks (a
sequence of instructions with no branches) of a program. A CFG has two additional
nodes, called the START and the STOP, which fonn the entry and exit of a CFG,
respectively. An assumption is made that, for any node N in G, there exists a path from
START to N and from N to STOP.
A CFG is also defmed as a two-dimensional representation of a program that
displays the flow of control of a program [Aho73]. Formally, the CFG of a program is
a 4-tuple, F = (N, E, a, z), where a is the START node whose indegree is zero and z is
4
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the STOP node \\ihose outdegree is zero [Regson93]. Each node N represents a basic
block and each edge in E represents a possible block to block transter.
In the example sho\\/TI in Figure I. a program (l.a) and its equivalent control flow
graph in l.b are given.
scanf (U%d %d" I &x, &y) i /* 1 xl */
if (¥ >= x) { /* 2 Predicate P */
If (y == 0) then /* 3 Predicate Q */
x = 0 /* 4 x2 */
}
else
x = -1 /* 5 x3 */
Use x /* 6 */
Figure l.a A sample C program
Figure l.b Control flow graph ot'the program given in Figure l.a
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2.2 Control Dependence Graph
A COO fonnalizes the notion that the execution ot' one node in tlle graph may
conditionally depend upon the execution of~ other nodes in the graph. A tC\V preliminary
defInitions are given below betore introducing the defInition of a COO.
The following defInitions are mostly based on [Ballance92]. Let X and Y be
nodes in a CFG. If Y appears on every path from X to STOP, then Y postdominates X
If Y postdominates X and X *- Y., then Y is the closest postdominator ot-- X
A CFG node Y is immediately control dependent on a CFG node X if both of the
tollovving hold:
"1. There is a non-null path p:X~+Y such that Y postdominates every node after X on p.
2. The node Y does not strictly postdominate the node X
A CFG node Y is control dependent on a CFG node X, if either Y is immediately
Figure 2. Control dependence graph of the program given in Figure l.a
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control dependent upon X or it' there is a node Z~ such tllat Y is immediately control
dependent upon Z_ and Z is control dependent upon X An example ot' a COO is ShO\VI1
in Figure 2 for the sample program given in Figure l.a.
2.3 Data Dependence Graph
A DOG represents global data dependence at the statement level where the value
ofa variable may be referenced or modified. A DOG is a directed graph in which nodes
represent statements where variables are modified and edges represent possible data
dependencies [Regson93].
The t\\;O types of data dependencies are jlow-order and del-order. Let X and Y
be nodes in the CFG of' a program. Let variable v be defmed in node X and used in node
flow-order edge
----~~~ def-order edge
Figure 3. Data dependence graph of the program given in Figure l.a
Y. There is a t1o\v-order dependence edge from node X to node Y, if there exists a path
in the corresponding CFG from X to Y. A set of conditions need to hold for a def-order
8
dependence edge to exist bet\veen nodes X and Y: u. both X and Y must defme the same
variable~ b. X and Y must be on the same path in the corresponding CFG, c. another node
Z exists in the corresponding CFG such that there exists a tlo\,·-order dependence benveen
X and Z, and ben,·~een Y and Z.. and d. X occurs to the left of the abstract syntax tree ot'
the program. An example of' a Doo is given in Figure 3 for the sample program listed
in Figure l.a The bold faced arrows indicate flo\v-order edges and the solid arrows
represent def-order arrows in Figure 3 [Regson93].
2.4 Program Dependence Graph










X = 0 I I







Figure 4. Program dependence graph ot'the program given in Figure l.a
expressions are nodes. and the edges incident to the nodes represent both the data values
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on which the nodes' operations depend and the control conditions on which the execution
of the operations depend [Ferrante87].
A PDG contains both the control and data dependence infonnation embedded in
it using directed edges connecting its nodes. Though a PDG unifies control dependence
and data dependence, techniques for constructing a PDG rely on the presence of a CFG.
In the construction of a PDW also, as it could be seen from the literature, much depends
on the construction of the corresponding CFG.
An example of a POO is shown in Figure 4 for the sample program given in
Figure l.a. The bold faced arrows indicate the flow-order dependence edges and the thin
arrows represent the def-order edges. The dashed arrows indicate the flow of control in
a program.
2.5 Static Single Assignment Form
The SSA form is an intermediate program representation that is used to represent
data and control flow properties. In an SSA fonn, each occurrence of a variable is
replaced by a ne\v variable name. A function (<D-function) is introduced at appropriate
positions to indicate that the variable may have more than one value at the corresponding
positions [Cytron89].
A <D-function has the [ann u~ cD (v, w, ...), where u, v, \V, ... are instances of
the same variable and the operands v, w, ... are the control flow predecessors of the point
where a <D-function appears.
1 scanf (H%d" , &v) i
2 scanf (H%d" , &y) i
3 if (y == 5)
4 v = 10i
5 t = V+Yi
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For example, an equivalent SSA fonn of'the above program is written as follows:
scanf ("%d" , &vl) ;
scanf ("%dH , &yl) ;
if (yl == 5)
v2 = 10;
v3 = ~ (vl,v2) ;
At statement number 5, variable v can have the value ofv at statement nwnber 1 or the
value at statement nwnber 4. Variable v at statement nwnber 1 is expressed as VI and
variable V at statement nwnber 4 is denoted as v2• A cD-function, v3 = <D (VI' v2) can be
introduced before statement nwnber 5 indicating that variable v at that instant could take
the value of either VI or v2.
The SSA fonn for the CFG ofa program is defmed as follows. For every variable
v in the source program, cD-functions tor v are inserted and each mention of v is changed
to a mention of a new name Vb such that the following conditions hold.
1. At every CFG node Z, \vhere two non-null paths converge and in each ofthose
paths a variable v has been assigned a value, a cD-function for v is inserted immediately
before node Z.
2. Each new name Vi for v is the target of exactly one assignment statement or
a statement in which the value of v may be changed after the execution of that statement
in the program text.
scanf("%d %d",&x##l,&y##l);
if (~#1 >= x##l) {





X##4 = ~ (X##2 f X##3 )
. . . . .. Use x##4
/* xl */
/* Predicate P */
/* Predicate Q */
/* x2 */
/* x3 */
Figure 5. Static single assignment fonn of the program listed in Figure l.a
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3. The value of the variable name Vi should be the same as v along any control flow path.
An example of SSA fonn is shown in Figure 5 for the sample program given in Figure
I.a
2.6 Gated Single Assignment Fonn
The GSA fonn, like the SSA fonn, depicts the value(s) reaching a variable. The
GSA form also depicts the path taken by a value to reach a variable \vhich is llied
[Ottenstein89].
A y-function, which is used to for a conditional statement, is defined with three
variables as y (P, V true, V false), where P is a predicate, v true is the defInition for 'true', and vfalse
is the defInition for 'false'. For example, a predicate P can be the condition in the
statement H condition then A else B, vtme can be A, and Vfalse can be B.
A p-function, which is used to depict loops, is defmed as fl(P, vinit, viter), where the
predicate P determines if the control passes into the loop, vinit represents those values that
enter the head of the loop, and viler is returned on all executions by the loop.
A rrfunction, which is used to pass the values of variables outside the loops, is
defmed as llT or rf. An llT(P, v) function re~.the value v when the predicate P is true
and consumes 11 otherwise. An llF(P, v) function returns the value v when the predicate
P is false and consumes v otherwise.
The GSA form is defmed using gating functions instead of cp.functions as in the
SSA fonn [Ottenstien89]. Gating functions capture the control conditions that detennine
which ot"' the defInitions reaching a given cp.function will provide the value for that
function. There are three types of gating functions: y-functions that control forward
flow, fl-functions that control the mixing of "loop carried" flow with loop initialization
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flows, and rrfunctions that control the passage ot'values out of'loop bodies into the
computations following the loops.
An example of a GSA form is shown in Figure 6 tor the sample program given
in Figure l.a.
scanf ("%d %d", &x##1, &Y##l) ;
if (~#1 >= x##l) {





x##4 = y(y##l >= X##1, X##2, X##3)
. . . . .. Use x##4 .....
/* xl */
/* Predicate P */
/* Predicate Q */
/* x2 */
/* x3 */
Figure 6. Gated single assignment fonn of the program given in Figure l.a
2.7 Program Dependence Web
The PDW is an intennediate program representation that is used to interpret the
three models of execution namely the. control-, data-, or d~mand-driven models of
execution [Ballance90]. It is also used in the construction ofcompositional semantic~ and
.,_,r'.
to map existing programs to dataflow architectures [Ballance90] [CampbeI193]. It
combines the concept of static single assignment version along with PIX} to explicitly
depict the flow of control and data in a program. The PDW is also called as augmented
PIX} [CampbeI193] [Ballance90].
The PDW is a directed graph with nodes representing the gating functions, and
the data and the arcs representing the flow of control and data. There are switches which
control the flow of values into a remon. The PDW is also defmed as a GSA form with
'-'
the gating functions controlling the flow of data and control through and out of a loop.
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The PDW also has switches that transmit data out ot' the loops.
A switch in a PDW is a binary function S(p, v) with two output ports denoted by
ST and SF, The value v is transmitted to either one of ST or SF according to the truth
value of the predicate p.
More fonnally, the PDW is defmed [CampbelI93] as a directed graph G = (V,A),
where
v = {START, STOP~ Operators, Predicates, ReadlWrit~, Switches, y, Il, ll}, and
A = {control dependence, data dependence, other data dependencies}',
An example of a PDW is shown in Figure;6 for the sample program listed in
Figure l.a.
scanf("%d %d",&x##l,&y##l);
if (y##1 >= X##l) {
Predicate P is TRUE
if (y##1 == 0) then




Predicate P is FALSE
X##3 = -1
x##4 = y(y##l >= X##l, X##2, x##3)
. . . . .. Use X##4 .....
/* xl */
/* Predicate P */
/* Predicate Q */
/* x2 */
/* x3 */
Figure 7. Program dependence web of the program given in Figure l.a
CHAPTER III
TRANSLATION TO PDW
According to Maccabe, Ballance, and Ottenstien [Ballance90], three steps are
involved in the translation of a simple C program to PDW as follows.
a. Conversion of a source program to the SSA fonn.
b. Translation of the SSA fonn to the GSA fonn.
c. Conversion of the GSA fonn to the PDW.
During the implementation of the translation process for this thesis, it was
discovered that only two steps were necessary for the translation. However, for better
understanding, the translation process is discussed in fIrSt three sections of this chapter.
The two-step translation process is discussed in Section 3.4.
3.1 Source Program to SSA Fonn
The edges of a program dependence graph consist of control dependence and data
dependence edges [Cytron90]. A control flow graph is frrst drawn for a given source
program. To draw a control flow graph, the basic blocks must be identified. Using the
CFG, a COO is drawn. The CFG is used to compute the dominance frontier for each
node X, (which is a node in the COO) using the algorithm presented by Cytron
[Cytron89]. According to Cytron [Cytron89], two steps are necessary to translate to the
SSA form: a. each variable v is given several new names Vi' and b. special assignment
14
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statements called cD-functions are insetted at certain points in the program. Using the
dominance frontier. cD-functions tor the \'ariables are introduced in the program.
An alternative algorithm to the one proposed b~· Cytron [Cytron89] is to introduce
the cD-fimctions directly into the CFG \vithout computing the CDG. Though the COO
lnay have its ad\'antages [Ballance92] in generating the SSA to~ the CFG has an added
advantage in the translation of the SSA tonn to the PDW. The data structure at' a node
in a CFG plays an important role in the translation of the SSA fann to the PDW.
Figure 8.a Graph with a node having indegree greater than one
Figure 8.b Graph with a node in a loop having indegree greater than one
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The algorithm works as follows. The basic blocks ot'a program are identified and
the CFG is dra\\TI. The cD-functions are introduced at nodes with indegrees greater than
one. To illustrate this, consider Figure 8.a where node Y has indegree greater than one.
This means that node Y could be reached by more than one path. In Figure 8.a, where
more than one path exists from X to Y, let a variable v be assigned a value along the path
X, Xl, and Y, and another value be assigned to v along the path X, X2, and Y. At node
Y, a variable v may have its value assigned along the path X, Xl, and Y or X, X2, and
Y, depending on the flow of control at X So a cD-function is to be inserted at Y for
variable v.
Another possibility, shown in Figure 8.b, is a loop. In Figure 8.b, there exists a
path from X to Y, Y to Z, and a path from Z to Y. Therefore, the principle is that the
values of one or more variables, VI' v2, ••. , Vn, reaching node Y, with indegree greater
than one, depend on the path taken to reach node Y. Hence, cD-functions are introduced
at nodes with indegrees greater than one.
#include <stdio.h>
main ()
{ .. k 1lnt 1, J, , ;
int hl,h2,h3,h4,h5;
scanf("%d %d %d %d",&i,&j,&k,&l);
while (i<10) {
if (k == 1) {
j = i;





else k = k+2;
while(k < 10) {




Figure 9. A sample C program
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Figure 10. SSA fonn of the program given in Figure 9
During two traversals ofthe flow graph ofa program, the infonnation such as start I
ot'loops, end of loops, if-then statements, assignment statements, running variables in
loops, and predicates are identified. For the sample program given in Figure 9, an
equivalent SSA fonn is shown in Figure 10.
3.2 SSA Form to GSA Fonn
The input to this phase is the SSA fonn generated by using the algorithm
mentioned in Section 3.1. This step involves the substitution ofthe <D-ftmctions by gating
ftmctions. Each one of the <D-ftmctions is replaced by one of the three gating ftmctions:




{ .. k 1lnt 1, J, , i
int hl,h2,h3,h4,h5i
Figure 11. GSA form of the program given in Figure 9
Using the infonnation collected as a result of the two traversals through the
control flow graph in the frrst step, and traversing through the SSA form, the <D-ftmctions
are replaced by the gating ftmctions. The GSA fonn for the program given in Figure 9
is shown in Figure 11.
3.3 GSA Form to PDW
The last step in the translation of a program to the PDW is the introduction of
svvitches. The algorithm used to translate a program to the PDW uses the infonnation
collected in the translation of a program to the SSA form, to introduce switches. An
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equivalent PDW for the sample program given in Figure 9 is given in Figure 12.
#include <stdio.h>
main ()
{ .. k 1lnt 1., J I I j
int hl,h2,h3,h4,h5j
scanf{lf%d %d %d %dlf,&i1,&jl,&k1/&11) ;
i 2 = Jl (i2 <lO, i 1 , i 3 )
j 2 = J.L (~2<10 , j 11 j 4 )
12 = J.L(1.2<10, 111 16 )
k2 = J.L (i2<10 I k l , k3 )
while (i2 <10) { /* Predicate P */
if (k2 == 12 ) { /* Predicate Q */
o is TRUE
j 3 = i 2 ; •
If (k2 == J3) /* Predicate R */
R is TRUE




Figure 12. PDW of the program given in Figure 9
3.4 Two-Step Translation Process
The frrst step is the translation of a simple C program to the SSA form was
explained in Section 3.1. The second step is the introduction of gating functions and
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switches based on the infonnation collected in the frrst step. The problem rests in the
collection of infonnation. In other words, with the proper node structure, the translation
of the PDW can be a two-step translation process. The disadvantage is that as the input
program increases by size, the amolUlt of memory required to translate also increases
depending on the number of nodes with indegree greater than one. The simplicity of the
algorithm is its only advantage.
CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION OETAILS
A tool to translate a simple C program (expressed by the grammar in Section 4.1)
to the POW was developed. The grammar of the input C programs, the node stnlcture
that was used, the algorithms used in the translation, the complexity of the algorithms,
and the implementation platfonn are the issues that are discussed in this chapter.
4.1 Grammar for the Input Program
The grammar for the simple input C programs is given below.
<prOSJram> - <statement>
<statement> - <statement> <statement>
<statement> - if <predicate>
then <statement>
else <statement>
<statement> · .- while <predicate>
do <statement>
<statement> · .- for(initial,predicate,incremental value)
<statement>
<statement> - switch «variable»
<case statement>
<statement> · .- <input statement>
<statement> · .- <output statement>
<case statement> · .- case (value) : <statement>
break;
<case statement>
<case statement> - default: <statement>
<statement> · .- <variable> - <expression>
The C programs that are input to the package are restricted to the above grammar.
An operational defmition exists to convert a FORTRAN program expressed as in a subset












4.2 Node Structure of the Flow Graph
As an input C program is parsed the CFG is drawn. The node structure of the
flow graph is defmed as follows.
/* The following structure is used to build a directed graph depicting
CFG, SSA fonn, GSA fonn, and PDW */
/* Number of incoming edges */
/* This is used in building the
SSA fonn */
/* Statement */
/* Indicates the type of statement */
/* The frrst statement in a loop
or the if statement */
struct cfg_n *left, *right;
/* The pointer to the next node */
/* If this node is an if statement
then the left and right pointers indicate
true and false, respectively */
struct ssa_ins_list *f_Iist,*I_list;
/* The ssa-ins_list gives a linked list
of variables for which Phi
variables are to be inserted */
struct phi_var_list *f'-phi,*l'-phi;
/* This list is used in the building
of the SSA form during the frrst
two traversals */
struct ssa_var *sec_list;
/* This list is used in the building
of the GSA form */
struct int_list *f_int;
}cfg_n;
The CFG is represented by a binary-tree-structured directed graph with the left
pointer indicating that the control flows towards the left and a right pointer indicating that
the control flows towards the right. In the case ofan ifcondition then else statement, the
left pointer indicates the flow of control in the event of the condition being true and the
right pointer indicates the flow ofcontrol in the event ofthe condition being false. When
the flow of control is linear, the right pointer is made NULL and the left pointer points
to the next node or the next statement.
A recursive algorithm was used to traverse the directed tree-structured graph. The
different fields of the data structure used to implement a node in the flow graph were
defmed as follows. There are two flag variables flag and flag_end, one used to check
whether the node has been visited and the other to keep track of the phi variables that
have been introduced in the frrst traversal at' the CFG (as explained in the algorithm
described in Section 4.3). Each statement is stored using a character pointer and the
statement number is defmed by an integer variable. As defmed in Section 2.5, the SSA
fann introduces a unique variable name for each occurrence ofa variable in the program.
It also introduces phi functions for the variables. The tool defmes the unique variable
names in the SSA form as variable##number instead of variablenwnber as used in the
literature [see Appendix D for an example and description]. Two types of linked lists
were used to maintain the status ofvariables at each node. One linked list named ssa var
contains the variable name and the variable number. Another linked list contains the
variable name, the last referenced variable name, when the variable name was read, and
the last referenced variable name, when the variable was assigned a value. Two other
integer variables maintain the number of incoming edges and the number of edges along
which the node has been reached during a traversal.
The above node structure plays an important role during the translation process
of the second and third steps.
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4.3 Algorithms
Given tIle proper node structure, it is possible to convert a program to the SSA
fonn by using a recursive algorithm. The algorithm used traverses the CFG twice with
phi fimctions being introduced in both traversals. The tenninating condition in the
recursive traversal algorithms differs as it could be seen in Algorithms 1 and 2 given
below.
Algorithm 1:
Traverse graph(current node){- -
if (current node == NULL) retu.n1;
If (current-node->flag is Visited) return;
Traverse graph(current node->leftytr) ;
current node->flag = VTsited;
raverse~aph(current_node- >rightytr) i
Algorithm 2:
Traverse g (current node)
{ - -
if (current node == NULL) retu.n1;
if (current-node->flag is Visited) return;
Traverse g(current node->leftytr) ;
Traverse~g(current-node->rightytr) ;
current node->flag-= Visited;} -
The algorithms that enable the introduction of phi fimctions are in Algorithms 3 and 4
given below.
Algorithm 3:
intra nhi func 1 (node, linked list var){ .J:'_ _ _ _
If (node == NULL) return;
if (node->flag is Visited) return;
update linked_list_var (node, linked_list_var);
if (noae->left-ptr != NULL) {
Update tile dependencies that exist between the current node
and the node accessed by the left pointer
If (indegree of the left node is greater than one) {
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/ * This node is a prospective node for the
introduction of Phi function(s) */
if (there does not exist the status of the variable)
The status of the variables is stored
else
The status of the variable is updated.
Introduce Phi functions for updated variables
}
}
copy the linked list var to new linked list var;
first-Eass(node->left-ptr, new Tinked list var);
node->flag = Visited; - --
if (node->right-ptr != NULL) {
Update the dependencies that exist between the current node
and the node accessed by the ri$ht pointer
If (indegree of the right node 18 greater than one) {
/* This node is a prospective node for the
. introduction of Phi function (s) */
if (there does not exist the status of the variable)
The status of the variables is stored
else
The status of the variable is updated.
Introduce Phi functions for updated variables
}
copy t~e linked list var to new linked list var;
first-pass{node->right-ptr, new~inked_list=var);
}
Figure 13. SSA [onn of the program given in Figure 9 after execution of Algorithm 3
The status of the variable is updated.
Introduce Phi functions for updated variables.
}
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Figure 13 depicts the output of Algorithm 3 for the sample program given in
Figure 9. An equivalent SSA form for the program given in Figure 9 is shown in Figure
10. As it could be noted, the phi fimction, 15 == <1> ( 14, 12 ), in Figure 10 does not exist
in Figure 13. 1bis is because the new variable names assigned to the phi function is not
propagated to other nodes. Algorithm 4 traverses the CFG, which has phi functions
partially introduced into it, and propagates the variables for which the phi fimctions were
introduced by Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 4
yen_ssa_fo:rm(node, linked_list_stat)
~f (node == NULL) return;
if (node is Visited) return;
update--phi var (node, linked list var) ;
update_linked_list_var(node-; linked_list_var) ;
if (node->left-ptr != NULL) {
Update tIle dependencies that exist between the current node
and the node accessed by the left pointer
If (indegree of the left node is greater than one) {
/* This node is a prospective node for the
introduction of Phi ftmction(s) */
if (there does not exist the status of the variable)
The status of the variables is stored
else
}
copy t~e linked list var to new linked list var i
gen_ssa_fonn(node->leftytr, new_linked_list_var);
if (node->rightytr != NULL) {
Update the dependencies that exist between the current
node and the node accessed by the right pointer
If (indegree of the right node is greater than one) {
/ * This node is a prospective node for the
introduction of Phi function(s) */
if (there does not exist the status of the variable)
The status of the variables is stored
else
The status of the variable is updated.
Introduce Phi functions for updated variables
}
copy the linked list var to new_linked list_var i
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gen ssa fonn(nooe->left....ptr, new_linked_list_var) i
node->fTag = Visited;
}
The two fimctions used in algorithms 3 and 4 are defmed below.
update nhi var (node, linked list var){ ~. - - -
For each variable with a unique identification number appearing in
the phi variable list of each node
Update the number in the linked list var corresponding to
that variable. - -
}
update linked list var(node, linked list var){ - - - - -
For each variable with a unique identification number appearing in
the statement in node
Update the number in the linked list var corresponding to
that variable. - -
}
4.4 Complexity
The complexity of translating simple C programs to the PDW can be discussed
in tenns of execution time and memory usage.
The execution complexity can be defmed as the nwnber of traversals of a control
flo\v graph. The maximmn nwnber of traversals needed for the translation of simple C
programs to the PDW is four. As the size of the input program increases~ the time
needed for the translation generally increases because of the increase in the size of the
corresponding flow graph.
Space complexity in tenns of storage usage is defmed as the amount of memory
necessary for the translation. This depends on the nwnber ofnodes with indegrees greater
than one, the nwnber of variables in the program, and the nwnber of cD-fimctions
introduced at each node. The amount of memory storage increases linearly \vith the
nwnber of nodes with indegrees greater than one.
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4.5 Implementation Platfonn and Environment
4.5.1 Lex and Yacc
Lex and Yace are tools that are used to create C routines to analyze and interpret
an input stream [Brown9O]. Lex reads a specification tile containing regular expressions
for pattern matching, and generates a C routine that perfonns lexical analysis (i.e.,
identifies streams of characters and generates matching sequences called tokens). The
lexical analyzer reads the input and produces a sequence of tokens to be used by the
parser.
Yace reads a grammatical specification file of a language and generates a parsing
routine. This routine groups tokens into meaningful sequences and invokes action
routines to act upon them. Yacc is a tool that generates C code to parse the input. The
C code is then compiled for an executable file. Yacc repeatedly calls the lexical analyzer
for the tokens, recognizes the input using. the tokens, and perfonns the code associated
with each rule recognizing the token. There are three important specifications needed in
using Lex and Yacc to develop a PDW:
a. a lexical analyzer is needed to scan the input and break it into meaningful
chunks (i.e., tokens) for the parser,
b. a grannnar that specifies the syntax of the input languages, and
c. code associated with each rules or actions associated with the granunar.
4.5.2 Sequent Symmetty S/81
The Symmetry S/81 is a powerful mainframe-class multiprocessor system
developed by Sequent Computer System, Inc. [Sequent90]. Sequent S/8! is a shared
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memory, tightly-coupled multiprocessor that runs the DYNIX/ptx opemting system. It
also has hardware supporting mutual exclusion. The load is balanced and the tasks are
distributed in a multi-user environment to increase throughput and response time. UNIX
compatible software can run on the Symmetry S/81 without modification or with slight
modification.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND FU1URE WORK
5.1 Summary
The main purpose ofthis thesis was to implement the ideas proposed by Maccabe,
Ballance and Ottenstien [Ballance 90]. A tool was developed that converts simple C
programs to the PDW. Instead of using COOs as an intennediate step to develop the
SSA fonn, CFGs were used to develop the SSA fonn. Various algorithms were
investigated and a feasible algorithm was developed. The complexities of the algorithms
in tenns of the number of passes over a program and the storage required were also
analyzed.
The major contributions of this thesis are listed below.
a. Implementation of the proposed intennediate representation, the PDW.
b. Development of a new algorithm to translate simple C programs to the PDW.
c. Use of the CFG in the translation process.
5.2 Future Work
Possible future work includes extending the tool for any input C program inclusive
of pointers, structures, procedures, and recursion. The tool could be changed to
incorporate the redefmed PDW proposed recently [CampbeI193]. Another area of future
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work would be to identify and to use the PDW for various applications. Finally, the tool
could be extended using X-windows depicting the PDW pictorially instead ofas a binary-
tree structure.
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GLOSSARY AND TRADEMARK INFORMATION
ANSI: American National Standards Institute.
Basic Blocks: Single-entry/Single-exit regions in a program.
CFG: A Control Flow Graph is a directed graph \vith nodes representing the basic blocks
in a program. Two additional nodes, called the START node and the STOP node,
form the entry and exit to the CFG. The assumption is that each node is on a path from
START and on a path to STOP.
Control Dependence: A control dependence exists between a statement and the predicate
whose value immediately controls the execution of the statement.
Data Dependence: A data dependence exists between two statements whenever a variable
appearing in one statement may have an incorrect value if the two statements are
reversed
DFG: A Data Flow Graph represents global data dependence at the operator level.
Dominance Frontier: Dominance frontier of a CFG node X is the set of all CFG nodes
Y such that X appears on every path from START to Y, and X may be equal to
Y. The Dominance Frontier DF(X) of a control flow graph node X is the set of
all CFG nodes Y such that X dominates the predecessor ofY but does not strictly
dominate Y:
DF(X) = {Y I (P E Pred(Y)) (X » P and X«» Y)}
where Pred(Y) is the predecessor set ofY, X»= P stands for X dominates P, and
X «»Y means X does not strictly dominate Y.
Flowchart: A pictorial representation of the algorithm of a program.
Gating Function: Gating fimctions are fimctions that capture the control conditions
defining the values reaching a <D-fimction (see Section 2.6 for a defmition of the
<D-fimction).
GSA: Gated Single Assignment fonn is defmed by substituting the gating fimctions by
the cD-fimctions in an SSA fonn.
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Region: A subset of the statements in a program.
Lex: A lexical specification tool provided on UNIX machines.
TRADEMARK. INFORMATION
DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
DYNIXlptx is a registered trademark of Sequent Computer
System, Inc.
Sequent S/81 is a registered trademark of Sequent Computer
System, Inc.
UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T.
DYNIXlptx:
PDW: Program Dependence Web is a directed graph with nodes representing gating




PDG: Program Dependence Graph is a directed graph in which the nodes represent
assignment statements and control predicates that occur in a program. The edges
represent control and data dependencies.
Yacc: Yet Another Compiler Compiler is a parser generator vvhich, using a grammar and
the actions associated with the rules of the grammar, generates a set of tables for
simple automaton which implements a parsing algorithm to parse the input.
Sequent S/81 :
SSA Fonn: Static Single Assignment fonn redefmes each occurrence of a variable by a
new variable name and introduces a new ftmction at certain positions in a
program. •
Switch: A switch, \\IDch is used for a loop, is a binary function that decides whether the
control flo\\-s into the loop or out of the loop.
APPENDIXB
PROGRAM LISTING
The following are the files that were used in the development of the tool.
Ispec - A lexical specification file. This is the input to Lex which generates the lexical
analyzx:r.
yspec.c - This file is the specification for the parser. This file contains the grammar for
the input C program that is the input to Yacc which generates the parser.
ssa.h - This file contains procedures that translate a CFG to the corresponding SSA form
gsa.h - This file contains procedures that translate an SSA form to the corresponding GSA
form and PDW.
proc.h - This file contains procedures that enable the translation process.
plinth - This file contains procedures that enable the printing of the CFG, SSA fann,
GSA fann, and PDW onto the screen.

























"main () " retU:t11 (MAIN) i
"if n return (IF) i
"then" retU:t11 (THEN) i
"elsen return (ElSE) ;
"for" return (FOR) ;
nwhile n retunl (WHILE) i
"printf" retUnl (PRINTF) i
"scanf n retunl(SCANF) i
"case n retUnl (CASE) ;
" switch" retunl (SWITCH) ;
"default" retunl{DEFAULT) i
"break" retUnl (BREAK) ;
"&" retUnl (AMPER) ;
" • If return (COLON) ;
"%c" retUnl (FORMA'IVAR) i
"%d" return (FORMA'IVAR) ;
"%f" return (FORMA'IVAR) ;
u%xu return (FORMA'IVAR) ;
"&&" return (AND) i
u II u return (OR) i
"==" return (EQ) ;
">=" retw:n(GEQ) i
"<=" retunl (LEQ) ;
"<>" return (NEQ) ;
">" retun1{GT);
"<" return (LT) i
II ++ " retunl (PLUSPLUS) i
--" retunl (MINUSMINUS) ;
{ " retUnl ( I f I ) ;
J" retUnl ( , JI ) i
( " retUnl ( I ( I ) ;
) " return ( , ) I ) ;
+" return ( , + I ) ;
- " return ( , - , ) i
*" return ( , * I ) ;
"I" return ( , /' ) i
"=" retu:rn ( I =I ) i
It (" return ( I (' ) i
") " retu:rn ( I ) , ) ;
\n return(ENTER);
" ; " return (SEMICOLON) i
" , If return (COMMA) i








/ * Number of incoming edges */
/* This is used in building the






#define READ MODE 1
#define WRITE MODE 2
#define NEWNAME 100
#define OLDNAME 1
typedef struct phi var list
char sivar [20] ;-
char var[20] ;
int no;
struct phi var num *f num, *l_num;
struct phi-var-list *next;
} phi_var_list; - -
typedef struct int list {
int no; -
struct int list *next;
} int_list; -
typedef struct phi var num
int no; - -
char svar[20] ;
int stmt no;
struct pni var num *nexti
}phi_var_nurn; --
/* A linked list is maintained giving the status of
each variable at that node *7
typedef struct ssa var stat{
int read nO; /*The variable name if it is referenced */
int write no; /* The name if it is assigned a new value*/
char var [20]; /* Variable Name */
int stmt no; /* Statement Number last read */
int wrst-noi /* Statement Number Last Written */
st:ruct ssa var stat *next;
}ssa_var_sEat;-
/* As the CFG is built using a doubly linked list the following linked
list is used to maintain the statement and other things in a stored
fashion */
typedef struct stmt list




st:ruct stmt list *next;
}strnt_list;
/* The following structure is a double linked list that is used to build the
Control Flow Graph. This list is used to build the directed graph which
is simdlar to a tree structure used to depict PDW */




typedef struct ssa ins list {
struct ssa Var*ssa list;
struct ssa-ins list-*next;
}ssa_ins_List; - -
/* The following structure is used to build a directed graph depicting
Control Flow Graph, SSA-fonn, GSA-fonn and the PDW */










len, control t st = OJ
Control transfer to statement Number */
cfg *first efg, *cfg graph, *prev cfg, *last cfgj




/* Indicates the statement
for loop, assignrrent .. */
- /* The first staterrent in a loop
or the if statement */
struct cfg_n *left, *righti
/ * The pointer to the next node */
/* If this node is a if statement
then left and right pointer indicates
the true and false respectively */
struct ssa ins list *f list,*l list;
7* The ssa-ins list gives a linked list
of variables that for which SIGH
variables are to be inserted */
struct phi_var_list *f-phi,*l-Ehi;
/* This list is used in the building
of the SSA form during the first
two passes */
struct ssa var *sec list;
- /* This list is used in the building
of the GSA fonn */
struet int list *f_int;
}cfg_nj




The followin~ typedef stI:Uct variable n is used in the assigrunent
of a new varJ.able name to during the parsing of the input C program */




struct var ouecr *ouecr_list;
struct var-ouecr *last ouccr;
struct varIable n *nexE, *prev;
}variable n;
typedef struct ssa var{
int no; -
ehar var[20] ;
struet ssa var *next, *prev;
}ssa varj
typedef struet ssa intro{
int no; -
struct var oucer *f_ouccr, *l_ouecr;
}ssa_intro;
typedef struct ssa int oucer{
int no; - -
struet ssa int oueer *next;
}ssa_int_oueer;
int ret val;
int stmE no = 1;
/* stmt-no -- Used to keep traek of the statements in the
input program */
int ease st;






struet stmt list *first strnt, *stmt node, *last stmt, *curr_strnt;
struct - cfg *efg-switch, *else_cfg; -
char switch var [15] ; -
int switch vaf;-100;
int ere list = 0;
struet variable n *var list,*first var, *var tmp, *org_first_varj
struct variable-n *nfi"rst varj - -
struct var ouecr *split_varf, *split_varl;
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struct var oueer *tmp var ouccr;









%token <sval> NO VAR
%token OR AND EQ GEQ LEQ NEQ GT LT
%token SCANF PRINTF AMPER SWITCH CASE DEFAULT BREAK
%token APOS FORMA'IVAR INCLUDE FILENAME ENTER MAIN
%token COLON WHILE FOR PLUSPLUS MlNUSMINUS
%token TYPE DEC SEMlCOIDN COMMA IF THEN ELSE
%nonassoc "{It "}" "1" If)" "="
%left "+If "_"
%right "*" II /"
%left UMINUS
%type <sval> left h side variable expression assignment cond condition
%type <sval> variabTes init val final cond inc val ot format ip_fonnat
%type <sval> inp variable 109 opr relaopr -
%type <sval> at variables store switch case val number for 1
%type <ivaI> track of crtl tra-else crtl sE val if cond stat track crtl
%type <ivaI> while eona
%type <cfgval> switCh brace else
%type <va:rval> switeh-svar list
%start program
%%
/* The following is the grammar of the input C program */
program :
init tables header enters global_dec enters main_body
)* S~art Symbol is pr?;Jrarn */
/* init tables initial1ze the linked lists necessary to create the
control flow graphs */
/* header involves the include files and header files and other files */
/* enters accepts one or more number of carriage returns */
/* global dee is the global declarations that occur in the program */
/* main bOdy describes the grammar for the program involving the defined
specIfications */
printf ("\n%d END", stmt no) ;
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) rnalloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list));
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next; -
curr-stmt->what stmt = 100;





/* The first Node of the CFG is initialized */





cfg graph->next = NULL;
prev cfg = cfg graph;
last-cfg = cfg-graph;
var Tist = NULL;
first var = NULL;
/* - Initialize the linked list */







I head ENTER header
7* There could be one header file or more with one or more carriage








J* INCLUDE is a token that is passed to yacc by lex */
/* FILENAME and ENTER are the same too. For more information on their
format check in filename Ispec to see for more information */
} ;
~lobal dec :
I. - declaration ENTER global dec
1* The above states the grammar for declarations that appear
in any C program * /
/* A declaration may be followed by one or more carriage retunl
before another carriage retu:rn occurs * /
declaration :
type dec variables SEMICOLON
J* - A declaration may be an integer, float, or character declarations
An integer declaration would have a keyword int followed by one
or more variables separated by commas between them.
*/
free ($2) ;
/* The cre list is used to build a variable list that could only




ere list = 1;











/* The list is produced by the pro_var_list */
if(cre list == 1)
-pro var list ($1) i






The list is produced by the pro_var_list */
if(cre list == 1)
-pro_var_list ($1) ;







The following main body defines the gramnar for the main body of the
input C program. -
As required by any C program there open and close parenthesis
appears int the main_body.
Inbetween the open and closed parenthesis the following
mayor may not appear in the input C program:
(a) Declarations given by global_dec
(b) any number of carriage returns
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(c) statements ... i/o statements, if-then-else statements
for-loops, while-loops, and switch statements
*/
main_body :
MAIN open bracket global dec enters statements I} I enters{- -
};
open bracket :







/* There may be one or more number of statements */
statements








OR Statement could be an for Statement
for_loop
var list->no = var_list->latesti
OR Statement could be an if then else Statement
if then else
update_Iist();
OR Statement could be while loop
while_loop
var list->no = var_Iist->latest;
OR Statement could be an output statement
output_strnt
var list->no = var_Iist->latest;
OR Statement could be an input statement
input_stmt
update_Iist();
OR Statement could be an switch statement
switch stmt
/*




printf (lI\n%d %S", stmt no, $1) ;
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list));
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next; -
curr_stmt_>what stmt = 1;
curr-stmt->start stmt = -1;
curr-stmt->next ~ NULL;
len ~ strlen($l) +5;
curr stmt->stmt = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * len);
strqpy(curr stmt->stmt,$l}j
curr stmt->st no stmt nOj
freeT$l)j -
stmt_no++;
Assignment is defined by
Left Hand Side followed by an equal sign and the Right Hand Side
*/
assignment
left h side '=' expression SEMICOLON
{ --
$$ = (char *) malloc(200)i






printf(lI\n ERROR: Problem in finding New Variable II);
exit(O)i
}
/* For the variable in the left hand side (or) the variable assigned a
value in the left hand side a new variable is assigned.
The new variable is of the form variable##number * /
/* findvar nam - Finds the new name for the variable passed as the
- first parameter. On return the node or the value of
the var list (a linked list maintain the last name
~iven to each variable) points or contains the
l.nfonnation of the variable passed */
/* Here the var list for the variable for which a new variable name
is given is Updated */
tmp var oueer = (struct var oueer *) malloc(sizeof(struet var_oueer»;
tmp-var-oueer->st num = stmt no;
tmp=var=oueer->neXt = NULL; -
if the variable had not been referenced before then
var list->oucer list is NULL
If "It is NULL tne information has to be inserted else
the last_oueer is updated
if (var list->ouecr list == NULL) {









/* Since it is an assignment statement control flows in one direction
From current statement to next statement.
Hence in the following build up of CFG the stmt no is in from
and st no+1 is the to statement





cfg graph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct efg» i
prev efg = cfg-9raph;
cfgjgraph = cfg graph->next;
last cfg = cfg graph;
cfgjgraph->from = stmt_no;
cfg graph->to = stmt no+1;
cfg~raph->next = NULL;
efg-sraph->prev = prey cfg;
var~ist->no = var_lisE->latest;
expression PLUSPLUS
$$ = (char *) malloe(200);
strcpy($$,var list->var)j
ret_val = fina_var_nam($$,NEWNAME);
For the variable in the left hand side (or) the variable assigned a
value in the left hand side a new variable is assigned.
The new variable is of the fonn variable##number *7
find var nam - Finds the new name for the variable passed as the
- first parameter. On return the node or the value of
the var list (a linked list maintain the last name
~iven to eaeh variable) points or contains the
l.nformation of the variable passed */
Here the var list for the variable for which a new variable name
is given is updated */




if (var list->oueer list == NULL) {
~ar_l~st->last_oueer = tmp_var_oueer;








$$ = (char *) malloc(60)i
strcpy($$,var list->var)i
ret_val = fina_var_nam($$,NEWNAME);
/* For the variable in the left hand side (or) the variable assigned a
value in the left hand side a new variable is assigned.
The new variable is of the fonn variable##number */
/ * find var nam - Finds the new name for the variable passed as the
- first parameter. On return the node or the value of
the var list (a linked list maintain the last name
given to each variable) points or contains the
info:rmation of the variable passed */
/* Here the var list for the variable for which a new variable name
is given is Updated */
var list->last ouccr->next = tmp var ouccr;
var-list->last-ouccr = tmp_var_oueerT
tmp_var_ouccr = (struct var_ouccr *) malloc(sizeof(struct var_ouccr» i
tmp var ouccr->st num = stmt no;
tmp-var-ouccr->next = NULL; -
if 1var-list->oueer list == NULL) {











The left hand side of the assignment statement is defined by a variable
















expression I _ I expression

























, -' expression %prec UMINUS
$$ = {char *} malloc(200};















$$ = (char *) malloc(10);
strcpy($$, $1) ;
The following grammar defines the syntax for if then else statement * j
The problem in a if then else statement is that at the end of
if then else statement control merges from two different paths
After an if condition is encountered one or more than one
statement is encountered.
After which the false statements mayor may not appear
So the problem is forward referencing so that after the last
statement in the if true cond statements is executed
control is transferred to the statement after the false statements
The problem is solved by using an algorithm similar
to the backtracking algorithm
*/
if then else :
if-cond-track of crtl true state else enters tra else crtl false state
J*- The fc:;.lc:.ing stat~ents would be executed only if the




The main function of the following statements is to make to
control of the last statement to point to flow into the merge
node */
track of control stores the statement number of the last
statement in the statements that get executed as a result of
the true condition */
tra else crtl indicates the statement number the control is to
be trans"ferred if the true condition fails */
/* The following 8 statements allows the control to flow to the
execution of the false statements if the true condition fails.
These statements creates the flow of control in two directions
when an if statement is encountered
*/




cfg-sraph->prev = prey cfg;








/ * Merge Node */
A Merge node is created and the control flows into this node
when the nodes merge following the if condition. */
The following sets the control to flow from the merge node to the
next node.
*/




cfg-9raph->prev = prey cfg;
cfg.3raph->from = stmt-no;
cfg-sraph->to = stmt no+1;
cfg-sraph->next = NULL;
The following sets the control from the last statement of the if
condition then statements to flow into the merge node.
*/
else cfg = $4;
else=cfg->to = stmt_no;
The following statements set the MERGE NODE so the the control
could flow into this node after executing either one of the
statements depending on the condition
*/
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list»j
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next; -
curr-stmt->next -;; NULL;
curr-stmt->what stmt = 20;
curr-stmt->start stmt = $1;
curr-stmt->stmt ~ NULL,
curr-stmt->st no = stmt no;
stmt=no++i -
if cond track of crtl true state
/* In the IF cond STATEMENTS the problem of forward referencing is much
simpler.
If the condition is TRUE control should be transferred to the
first statement in the IF condition statements
If the condition is FAlSE control should be transferred to the
statement after the last statement of the IF condition statements.
*/
/* track of crtl indicates a statement number from where the control
should aTso point to this current statement number which is the




cfg_graph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg»;
prev cfg = cfg.-9raph;
cfg_graph = cfg_graph->next;
last cfg = cfg graph;
cfg graph->prev = prey cfg;
cfg~graph->from= $2; -
cfg=Sraph->to = stmt no;
cfg-STaph->next = NOLL;
/* Merge Node */
A Merge node is created and the control flows into this node
when the nodes merge following the if condition. */














/* The following statements set the MERGE NODE so the the control
could flow into this node after executing either one of the








curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list))i
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next; -
curr-stmt->next ;;; NULL;
curr=stmt->wha~ stmt = 20;
what stmt = 20 MEANS that the current node is a MERGE NODE */
curr stmt->start stmt = $1;
curr-stmt->stmt ~ NULL,
curr-stmt->st no stmt no;
stmt=no++i -
This returns the pointer to the stnlcture where the control needs
to be transferred to the Merge node */
$$ = cfg-sraph;








tra else crtl indicates the statement number the control is to




curr stmt - is a list of the nodes contain the data and the
information about a statement */
The following 9 statements is used to build a node for the
IF CONDITION */
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list))i
curr-stmt = eurr stmt->next; -
curr-stmt->next ;;; NULL;
curr:stmt->what_stmt = 8;
/* what stmt = 8 MEANS the node contains an IF CONDITION */
curr stmt->start stmt = -1;
len ;;; strlen($2)+Si
curr stmt->stmt = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * len);
strqpy(curr stmt->stmt,$2);
curr_stmt->st_no = stmt_no;
/* The split varf keeps track of the statements after which
there is a possibility of control to flow in more than one direction
The split varl indicates the last statement where the control




if (split varf == NULL) {
spl.it varf = (struet var oueer *) malloc (sizeof (stnlct var_oueer) ) ;
split-varf->st num = stmt no;






split varl->next = (struct var oucer *) malloc(sizeof{struct var_ouccr))i
split-varl = split varl->nextj-
split-varl->st num-= stmt nOj
split=varl->next = NULL; -
control t st = stmt_no;
The following statements initialize the TRUE condition causing the
control to flow to the first statement of the '!RUE condition
statements */






cfg-9raph->to = stmt no+1;
cfg-9raph->next = NULL;
strnt_no++;




, (' condition I) I
{
I (' cond log_opr cond I) I

























$$ = (ehar *) malloc(lO);
strcpy($$, "&&") ;
OR
$$ = (char *) malloc(lO);
strcpy($$,l1l In);
$$ = (char *) malloc(lO);
strcpy{$$,"==")i
GEQ
$$ = (char *) malloc(lO)i
strcpy{$$,">=If)i
LEO
$$ = (char *) malloc(lO)i
strcpy($$,"<=II)i
NEQ
$$ = (char *) malloc(lO);
strcpy($$,I1<>")i
GT





$$ = (char *) malloc(lO)i
strcpy($$,II<")i
true state :






stat track crtl :- - { $$ = stmt_no-li }
/* The following gives the granmar for the FOR LOOP statement */
/* In a for loop the the initial value, the final condition and the




for~ stat track crtl track of crtl loop body
}* - fO~l - ;ontains a ~r:g whiCh::' the running variable
track of crtl - Keeps track of where the control should flow
- iii. the event of a FALSE on the condition i. e. out of the loop
defines the body of the loop.
So after the body of the loop is recognized the nmning variable
should appear and after which control is transferred to the
condition statement or track of crtl here which contains the statement
number of the condition statement.
*/
strip_string($l)i
/* strip string (string) - updates the variable that occurs in the
- string with a new variable name which has the following
format variable##number */
/* The nmning variable is allocated a node which contains the
information about the loop */
printf(lI\n%d %s",stmt no, $1) i
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list»;
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next;
curr=stmt->next -;- NULL;
/*
curr stmt->what stmt = -1;
curr-stmt->staiE stmt = $2;
len ~ strlen($l)+S;
/* When the if CONDITION or when the CONDITION in the for loop fails
control is transferred out of the loop.
*/
curr stmt->stmt = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * len);
strqpy(curr_stmt->strnt,$l);
curr stmt->st no = stmt no;





/* The following statements transfer the control outside the loop */
cfg-sraph->to = strnt no+2;
cfg-9raph->from = $3;
/* Control from the nmning variable is transferred to the statement
where a eta node is likely to be introduced in a later stage */





cfg..-9raph->from = stmt no;
cfg-9raph->to = stmt no+1;
cfg....9raph->next = NULL;
stmt_no++;





curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list»;
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next; -
curr-stmt->next -;; NULL;
curr-stmt->what stmt = 21;
curr-stmt->start stmt = $2;
curr-stmt->stmt ;;- NULL;
curr=stmt->st_no = stmt_no;
The control is transferred to the if condition in the for loop */









/* The fonnat of the for loop is shown below */
for 1 :
FOR- '( r init val final cond inc val ') r
{ - - -
control t st = 0;
printf CiT\n%d %s", stmt_no, $3) i
/* The initial variable is initialized. The initial value is
initialized.*/
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list»;
curr-stmt = curr stmt->nexti -
curr-stmt->next -;; NULL;
curr=strnt->what_stmt = 3;
/* what stmt = 3 MEANS IT is an assignment statement in the for loop
It aTso means that the current statement is a initial assignment






curr stmt->stmt = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * len);
strcPY(curr_stmt->stmt,$3)i
curr stmt->st no = stmt no;
stmt=no++; - -
/* A loop in a later stage (i.e.) at the GSA stage here the Lanrla is
to be inserted * /
curr strnt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct strnt_list»);
curr-strnt = curr stmt->next; -
curr-strnt->next ;; NULL;
curr=stmt->what strnt = 51;
/*
*/
curr stmt->start stmt = stmt no+1;
curr-stmt->stmt ~ NULL; -
curr=stmt->st_no = stmt_noj
/* This Block is for the SWITCH which occurs in the pdw * Final Phase *I
control t st = "strnt no;




cfg-sraph->prev = prev cfg;
cfg-9raph->from = control_t_st;
cfg-sraph->to = stmt no+l;
cfg-9raph->next = NULL;
strnt_no++i
/* The condition in the for loop is stored in a node */
printf("\n%d %s",strnt no, $4) ;
curr strnt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list»i
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next;
curr-stmt->next ;;- NULL;
curr-stmt->what stmt = 5;
curr-stmt->start stmt = -1;
len ~ strlen($4)+5j
curr stmt->stmt = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * len);
str~y(curr strnt->stmt,$4) j
curr_stmt->st_no = stmt_no;
/* The split varf keeps track of the statements after which
there is a possibility of control to flow in more than one direction
The split varl indicates the last statement where the control
could possibly flow in more than one direction
*/
if {split varf == NULL} {
spl.it varf = (struct var ouecr *) malloc (sizeof (struct var_ouccr) ; ;
split-varf->st num = strnt no;
split-Varf->next = NULL; -
split=varl = split_varf;
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split varl->next = (struct var ouccr *) malloc(sizeof(struct var_cuccr»i
split-varl = split varl->nextj-
split-Varl->st num-= stmt no;
split=varl->next = NULL; -
/* Control is transferred to the next node after the initialization
of a node or an indication where the GSA function may be
introduced
*/
control t st = strnt no;
cfg grapn7>next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg»;
prev cfg = cfg graph;
cfg-Sraph = cfg3raph->next;




cfg graph->next = NULL;
stmt_no++;
54
/* Possible introduction of the SWITCH in a POW is created */
curr strnt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list»;
curr-stmt = curr stmt->nextj -
curr-strnt->next -;; NULL;
curr-stmt->what stmt = 52;




/* Control is passed from the node which indicates the position
where a SWITCH may be introduced */
cfg-9raph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg»j





cfg-9raph->to = stmt no+l;
cfg-sraph->next = NULL;
stmt_no++i
The step value or the increment statement is returned */
} ;
$$ = $5;
/* track of control stores the statement number of the last
statement in the statements that get executed as a result of
the true condition */
track of crtl{ -






























while-cond track of crtl loop_PodY{- - -
/*
After the execution of the last statement of the while loop
control is transferred to the condition of the loop.
track of crtl - Stores the statement number of the condition of the
- Wl1ile loop
*/
cfg-9raph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg));
prev_cfg = cfg.-9raphi




cfg-sraph->to = $2; -
cfg-sraph->next = NULL;
/* A possible introduction if a GSA function is given by a 21 in the
what statement.
Hence a GSA node is introduced. This node is used to be more as
an indication than an actual introduction.
*/
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list))i
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next; -
curr-stmt->next ~ NULL;
curr-stmt->what stmt = 21;
curr-stmt->starE stmt = $2;
curr-stmt->stmt ~ NULL;
curr-stmt->st no = stmt no;
stmt=no++; - -
/* The control from the while CONDITION is allowed to flow out of the loop
by the following statements
*/
cfg-sraph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg));
prev_cfg = cfg-sraph;
cfg-sraph = cfg graph->next;
last_cfg = cfg=Sraph;
cfg-sraph->prev = prev cfg;
cfg-sraph->from = $2; -





/* The following node indicates the possible introduction of a GSA
function into the code */
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list));
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next; -
curr-stmt->next ;; NULL;
curr-stmt->what stmt = 51;
curr-stmt->start stmt = stmt_no+l;
curr-stmt->stmt ~ NULL;
curr=stmt->st_no = stmt_no;
/* The flow of control from the GSA function node to the next node
*/
cfg graph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg));
prev_cfg = cfg_graph;
cfg-9raph = cfg-sraph->next;












CJrr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list));
c..trr-stmt = curr stmt->next; -
curr-stmt->next ~ NULL;
C'~-stmt->what stmt = 6;
curr-stmt->start stmt = -1;
$$ =-stmt no; -
len = strTen($2)+S;
C'~ stmt->stmt = (char *) malloc (sizeof (char) * len);
strqpy(curr_stmt->stmt,$2) ;
curr_stmt->st_no = stmt_noj
/* The split varf keeps track of the statements after which
there is a possibility of control to flow in more than one direction
The split varl indicates the last statement where the control
could possibly flow in rrore than one direction
*/
if (split varf == NULL) {
sp'1.it varf = (struct var oucer *) malloe (sizeof (struct var_ouccr» ;






split varl->next = (struet var ouecr *) malloc(sizeof(struet var_ouecr»i
split-varl = split varl->next;-
split-varl->st num-= stmt no;
split=varl->next = NULL; -
1ft Control flows into the SWITCH indicator node */
control t st = stmt no;
cfg-sraPh~>next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg»i
prev_cfg = cfg.-9raph;
cf9...sraph = cfg-sraph->next;
last cfg = cf9.-9raphi
cfg~aph->prev= prev_cfg;
cfg-9raph->from = stmt_no;
cfg-sraph->to = stmt no+1;
efg-sraph->next = Nt.JI:L;
stmt_no++;
Possible introduction of SWITCH in a PDW is ~essed and hence
a node indicating the possible introduction lS created */
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloe(sizeof(struct stmt_list));
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next; -
curr-stmt->next ;; NULL;
curr-stmt->what stmt = 52;
curr-stmt->start stmt = strnt_no-l;
curr-stmt->stmt -;;; NULL;
curr-stmt->st_no = stmt_no;
1* Control flows into the SWITOi indicator node */
cfg-sraph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg»);
prev_cfg = cfg_graph;
cfg_graph = cfg-sraph->next;
last cfg = cfg-9raph;
cfg graph->prev = prey cfg;
cfg-graph->frorn = stmt-no;
cfg~graph->to = stmt nO+1;
cfgyaph->next = NULL;
stmt_no++;
lit The following gramnar gives the syntax for the output statement */
output_stmt :
PRINTF at fonnat{ -
printf("\n%dOUtput %sll,stmt_no,$2);
The output statement is stored in the current statement and all
information regarding the output statement is also stored */
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc{sizeof{struct stmt_list»i




/* what stmt = 7 indicates that the statement is an output staterrent * /
curr stmt->start stmt = -1;
len ~ strlen($2)+Si
curr stmt->stmt = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * len);
strqpy(curr stmt->stmt,$2)j
curr_stmt->st_no = stmt_no;
/* Fran the output statement control flows linearly out into the
next statement and is accomplished by the following statements */
};











first half COMMA ot variables I) I SEMICOLON
{
};
$$ = (char *) malloc(200);











ret val = find_var_nam($l,OLDNAME) ;
$$ -;; $1;
first half
, (' pJiQs var format APOS
L
var fonnat :









/* The input statement is stored in the linked list along with
the other information */
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list));
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next; -
curr-stmt->next ~ NULL;
curr=stmt->what_stmt = 2;
/* what stmt = 2 indicates that the current statement is an
input statement */




curr stmt->stmt = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * len)j
strqpy(curr stmt->stmt,$2);
curr_stmt->st_no = stmt_no;
/* Control from an input statement flows out into the next statement
following the input statement */




cfg-sraph->prev = prev cfg;
cfg-sraph->fram = strnt-no;




f~rst_half CCll't!o1A inp_variable I) I SEMICOLON
} i $$ = $3 i
/* The fonnat in the inp list is given by the inp variable where
an arnpersign should occur before every input variable defined
as an integer */




AMPER variable COMMA inp_variable
$$ = (ehar *) malloc(200);
ret_val = find_var_narn($2,NEWNAME) i
/* For each variable occurring in the input statement anew variable
is assigned.
The new variable is of the form variable##number */
/* find var nam - Finds the new name for the variable passed as the
- first parameter. On retUnl the node or the value of
the var list (a linked list maintain the last name
given to each variable) points or contains the
infonnation of the variable passed */
/* Here the var list for the variable for which a new variable name
is given is Updated */
tmp_var_oucer = (struct var_ouecr *) malloc(sizeof(struct var_ouccr» i
tmp var ouccr->st num = strnt no;
tmp=var=ouccr->neXt = NULL; -
/* if the variable had not been referenced before then
var list->ouccr list is NULL
If It is NULL tne information has to be inserted else
the infonnation has to be updated
*/
if (var list->ouccr list == NULL) {
Var list->last oueer = trop var ouccr;










$$ = (char *) malloe(200)i
ret_val = find_var_nam($l,NEWNAME);
/* For each variable occurring in the input statement anew variable
59
is assigned.
The new variable is of the fonn variable##number */
/* find var nam - Finds the new nane for the variable passed as the
- first parameter. On return the node or the value of
the var list (a linked list maintain the last name
given to each variable) points or contains the
information of the variable passed */
/* Here the var list for the variable for which a new variable nane
is given is updated */
tmp_var_ouccr = (stl:Uct var ouccr *) malIce (sizeof (struct var_ouccr») i
trrp var ouccr->st num = stmt no;
tmp:var:ouccr->next = NULL;
/* if the variable had not been referenced before then
var list->ouccr list is NULL
If "It is NULL tEe infonnation has to be inserted else
the infonnation has to be updated
*/
if (var list->ouccr list == NULL) {
'far list->last oueer = tmp var oueerj
var-list->oucc'r list = trnp-var-ouccrj
} - - -
else








ret val = find var_nam($2,NEWNAME) ;
/* For each variable occurring in the input statement anew variable
is assigned.
The new variable is of the fonn variable##number */
/* find var nam - Finds the new name for the variable passed as the
- first parameter. On retUnl the node or the value of
the var list (a linked list maintain the last name
~iven to each variable) points or contains the
1nformation of the variable passed */
/* Here the var list for the variable for which a new variable name
is given is Updated */
tmp_var_ouccr = (struct var_oueer *) malloc(sizeof(struet var_ouccr»i
tmp_var_ouccr->st_num = stmt_no;
tmp_var_ouecr->next = NULL;
/* if the variable had not been referenced before then
var list->ouccr list is NULL
If It is NULL tne information has to be inserted else
the infonnation has to be updated
*/
if (var list->ouccr list == NULL) {
Var list->last oueer = tmp var oueer;
varJ.ist->oucer list = tmp-var-ouccr;
} - --
else




ret val = find.-var_nam($l,NEWNAME);
,I * For each variable occurring in the input statement anew variable
is assigned.
The new variable is of the fonn variable##number */
/* find var nam - Finds the new name for the variable passed as the
- first parameter. On retuzn the node or the value of
the var list (a linked list maintain the last name
~iven to each variable) points or contains the
l.nfonnation of the variable passed * /
/* Here the var list for the variable for which a new variable name
is given is updated */
tnp var QUeer = (struet var oucer *) mallce (sizeof (stnlct var_ouccr)) i
tmp-var-ouccr->st num = strnt no;
trrp:var:ouccr->next = NULL; -
/ * if the variable had not been referenced before then
var list->ouccr list is NULL
If It is NULL tne infonnation has to be inserted else
the infonnation has to be updated
*/
if (var list->ouccr list == NULL) {
~r list->last ouecr = tmp var oueer;






var list->last ouecr->next = tmp var ouccr;
var=list->last=ouccr = tmp_var_ouccr;
$1;
ret val = find var nam($3,OLDNAME) i
strcpy(switch_var,$3)i








switch var is a string variable that keeps track of the variable





switch~race enters tra_else_crtl case_struct I}'
>* switch brace --> This is used to store the pointer to a structure
- which is used to trace back and reset all dangling pointers
point to the Merge node.




cf~ switch = $1;
pr~ntf(lI\n%d Merge Node ",stmt_no);
A merge node is created so that irrespective of which statements
execute control is transferred after the execution */
curr stmt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list))j
curr-stmt = curr stmt->nextj -
curr-stmt->next ;;- NULL;
curr-stmt->what stmt = 12;
curr-stmt->start stmt = $3;
curr-stmt->stmt ~ NULL,
curr-stmt->st_no = stmt_no;
/* Control flows from the Merge node to the next node following the
merge node */
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cf9-9raph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg»;
prev cfg = cf9-9Taphi
cfgSraph = cfg-9raph->nexti





/* Since for each statement a statement number is introduced to
make the creation of the CFG from there the PDW it becomes
very difficult to make the control flow to the merge node * /
/* So an imaginary number is stored into the flow of control
as each time the switch statement is encountered
This imaginary numbers are later reset to the merge node
The following while loop performs the above operation
*/
/* Since nested switch statements are allowed the switch val initialize
a new imaginary number for each switch statement encountered */
while(cfg switch != NULL) {
ir(cfg switch->to == switch val)









switch brace --> This is used to store the pointer to a structure
- which is used to trace back and reset all dangling pointers
point to the Merge node.
};
*/
cfg switch = cfg-9raph;
$$ -;; cfg_switch;
case struct
case-stmts svar list df strnt
case stmts
cs strnt case stmts
I - cs_stmt
cs stmt
svar list case stmt
{ -
nfirst var = $1;
update=var_list{);






Consider X is a node with an IF condition
Let there be a path from X to W through Y and another path
fran X to W through Z.
Let a variable a be initialized a value along Y and referenced
along z.
The variable would be given a name a##2 along Y and it would
be referenced as a##l assuming a##l is the name at X.
To accorcplish this effect there is a list that needs to be





copy var list() is also used in the process of addressing







sVar list default stmt{ -
nfirst var = $1;
update=var_list()i
default stmt :
default-store switch track of crtl st val enters statements BREAK SEMICOLON enters{ -






printf (1I\n%d else II ,stmt_no) ;
The default statement has the ELSE condition and hence 10 is
stored in the what stmt indicating this node is the default
of the switch function */
} ;
curr strnt->next = (struct stmt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct stmt_list));
curr-stmt = curr stmt->next;
curr-stmt->next ~ NULL;
curr-stmt->what stmt = 10i
curr-stmt->start stmt = -1;
curr-stmt->stmt ~ NULL,
curr=strnt->st_no = stmt_no;
/* Since this node is a default node control flows in one direction
and hence to the immediate next statement */
cfg-sraph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg));
prev_cfg = cfg-9raph;
cfg~aph = cfg~aph->next;
last cfg = cfg graph;
cfg.3raph->prev = prev cfg;
cfg-sraph->from = stmt=noj




tra else crtl case val store switch track of crtl st val enters statements BREAK SEMICOLON
enters -
{
/* Most of the above non-tenninals used above are used because of the
presence of nested Switch statements.
tra else crtl --> is used to store the statement number of the
- condition indicating the beginning of the switch statement
case val --> contains the condition (i.e.) the switch var == value int
- the case statement -
track of crtl --> Make the left pointer or Make to control
flow in the event of a FALSE occurring
st val --> The imaginary value to make the control flow after
executing the statements following the an occurrence
of TRUE condition
*/
/* The following statements allow the transfer of control from
the merge node to the irrmediate next statement */
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prev_cfg = cf9--.9UiPh;
cfg-sraph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc{sizeof(struct c
cf9-.9raph = cfg~aph->next;
last_cfg = cfg~aphi
cfg~ph->prev = prev cfg;
cfg..3raph->from = stmt-no;
cfg~aph->to = stmt_no+l;
/* The following allows the creation of the Merge node */
cf~-9raph->next = NULL;
prJ-ntf ("\n%d Each case Merge Nadell I strnt no);
curr stmt->next = (struct strnt list *) malloc(sizeof(struct strnt_list));
curr- strnt = curr stmt - >next ; -
curr-stmt->next ;;- NULL;
curr-strnt->what strnt = 10;
curr-stmt->start stmt = $1;
len ~ strlen{$2)+Si
curr stmt->stmt = NULL,
curr-stmt->st no = stmt_no;
stmt=no++i
/* If there exits another switch statement within this switch statement
the switch var which stores the variable used in this switch statement




switch val = ~5;
cfg-9raph->to = switch val;
cfg-.9'raph->next = NULL;
cfg-sraph->next = (struct cfg *) rnalloc(sizeof(struct cfg))j
prev cfg = cfg~raph;
cfg...sraph = cfg-3raph->next;
last_cfg = cfg-9raph;
cfg-sraph->prev = prev cfg;
cfg-sraph->from = $4; -

















/* A node is created where the switch statement is stored */
printf("\n%d %s == %s",stmt no,switch var,$$)j
curr stmt->next = (struct strnt list *T malloc(sizeof(struct strnt_list))j
curr-stmt = curr stmt->nextj -
curr-strnt->next -;; NULL;
curr-stmt->what stmt = 11;
curr-stmt->start stmt = -1;
len ~ strlen($2)-+ strlen{switch var) + 5;





/* Control is transferred to the next statement assuming that the
condition is true. Hence in the other grarrmar where this is called
the FALSE condition is taken care of* /
};
cfg-9raph->next = (struct cfg *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg»;
prev_cfg = cfg3raph;
cfg-sraph = cf9~aph->next;
last cfg = cfg-sraph;
cf9-.9raph->prev = prev_cfg;
cfg....,graph->frorn = stmt no;
cfg-sraph->to = stmt_no+l;
cfg-.-9raph->next = NUIL;











int flag control = 0;
struct c~g n *root cfg;
struct ssa-var stat *first_ssa_stat, *final_stat;
struet ssa-var-*fssa var;
split varf-= NUIL; -
split=varl = NUIL;




/* The linked list is transferred to a tree type directed graph so that
the other three conversions would be easier */
/* find con edges(); */
root-cfg-= convert graph();
prinEf("\n\n\n Control Flow Graph \n\n\n");
print_graph(root_cfg);
init var stat (&first ssa stat);
finaT_stat = final_ins-pni(root_cfg,flag_control,first_ssa_stat);
flag control = change flag val (flag control);
new_trav(root_cfg,flag_control,O}; -
/* ':'he control flow graph is converted to an SSA- form */
flag control = change flag val (flag control);
:irst-pass-phi(root_crg, flag_controT,NUIL, final_stat) ;
:lag control = change flag val (flag control);
print_ssa-sraph(root_cfg,fTag_control) ;
flag control = change flag val (flag control};
~ew_trav(root_cfg/flag_control,O);-
/* :be SSA-fonn is converted to a GSA-form */
flag control = change flag val (flag control);
fssa-var = initialize-first ssa(); -
gen_ssa_fonn(root_cfg~flag_control,fssa_var,final_stat);
/* :he GSA-fonn is converted to PDW */
L~t var stat (&first ssa stat);
flag-control = change flag val (flag control);
finaT_ins-phi(root_cfg,flag_control~first_ssa_stat);
:ree_ssa_stat(first_ssa_stat) ;
printf("\n\n\n\n Static Single Assigrunent Form \n\n\n");
:::lag control = change flag val (flag control);
~rint_SSA_form(root_ctg/flag_controT)i
::ag control = change flag val (flag control);
~~tro-9sa_form(root_crg,flag_controT);
~rintf(n\n\n\n\nGated Single Assigrunent Fonn\n\n\n"}j
:lag_control = change_flag_val(flag_control);
printf (n \n\n\n\n Program Dependence Web \n\n\n II ) ;
flag control = change flag val (flag control);
print_PDW(root_cfg, flag_control) i -
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The following tile is proc.h
void print cfg~();




void copy var list();
void update var list{);
void find con eages();
struct cDg n *search cfg();
void printJjraph (); -
void update node();




void gen ssa form();
void print ssa--9raph()i






int change flag val (number)
int number; -
{






/* The following procedure has been used in yspec.c */
/* PRO VAR LIST is used to produce a variable list that */
/* that coUld be used to produce a variable list used in */
/ * the prep.ram */




void pro var list(l)
char *1·- -{ ,
int i,j;
first var is a global variable that is use to store the first
element of the linked list as defined by the declarations */
if (first var == NULL) {




var list = (st:ruct variable n
strcpy(var_list->var,l); -




var-list->ouccr list = NULL;





Insert into the linked list depending on the position of the
variable in an increasing order * /
Based on the current pointer of the linked list and the variable








if((j=strcmp(var list->var,l» >0) {
The pointer is moved in the backward direction in other words the
J(Osition of the variable is before the current pointer position
10 the linked list */




while«j={strcmp{var_list->var,l) > 0) && (var_Iist->prev !=
var list = var list->prevj
If the string is not the first string then insert the string into
the list *1
strcpy (var tmp- >var, 1) ;
var tmp->no = -1;
var-list->latest = -1;
var-trrp->next = var list;
var-tmp->prev = NUI..I:;
var-tmp->oueer list = NULL;
var-tmp->last oueer = NULL;
first var = var tmp;
var_llst->prev ;; var_tmp;
strcpy (var tmp- >var, l) ;
var trrp->nQ = -1;
var-list->latest = -1;
var-tmp->next = var list->next;
var-tmp->prev = var-listi
var-list->next = var tmp;
var-tmp->oueer list;; NULL;
var-tmp->last Queer = NULL;
if (var tmp- >next != NULL)
-var_tmp->next->prev = var_tmp;
if«var_list -> prey != NULL) I I (j=(strcmp(var_list->~~r,l) < 0»)
var_tmp = (stnlct variable_n *) malIce (sizeof (sr.ruct
}
else {
The string to be inserted forms the first element in the list *1
var_tmp = (struet variable_n *) malloe(sizeof(stl:Uct
} }
else {




while«j=(strcmp(var_list->var,l) < 0» && (var_list->next !=
(j=(strcmp(var_list->var,l) > 0»)if «var list ->next ! = NULL) II
var list = var list->next;




var_tmp = (struet variable_n *) ma.lloe(sizeof(struet
strcpy(var tmp->var,l)i
var tmp->no = -1;
var~ist->latest = -1;
var-trrp->next = var list;
var-tmp->prev = var-list->prev;
var-tmp->ouccr list-= NULL;
var-tmp->last Quecr = NULL;
var-list->prev= var tmp;
if ('Tar tmp- >prev ! = NuLL)
-var_tmp->prev->next = var_tmp;
strcpy (var tmp- >var, 1) ;
var tmp->no = -1;
var-list->latest = -1;
var-tmp->next = NULL;
var-tmp->prev = var list;
var-tmp- >oueer list-= NULL;




Insert the string as the last element in the linked list *1




,1* FIND VAR NAM finds the name for the variable depending
on tne information in the linked list
This function returns 0 if the variable has not been defined
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char number [5] ;
Find the string or the variable in the linked list */
if ({j=strcmp(var list->var,varn) >0) {
while«(j ~strcmp{var list->var,varn) > 0) && (var_list ->prev != NULL»
var list = var list->previ} -
else {
while«j = strcmp(var_list->var,varn) < 0) && (var_list->next !=
NULL) )
var_list = var list->next;
2;
if «(j=strcmp(var list->var,varn» == 0) {
If the variable is fund in the linked list */
num = var list->no;
if{flag =~ NEWNAME){
Depending on the flag a new name for the variable is to be assigned */
if (var list->no == -1) {
If this is the first tIme the variable is accessed or the variable
is initialized then the no field is -1. Therefore the var list
is updated to the new number */





If the variable has already been accessed then the latest is updated
by one. Or in other words a new number is generated which is





var list->latest = var list->latest+1;
num-= var_list->latest;
1·,




sprintf (number, U%d" ,num) ;
strcat (varn, number) ;
return (1) ;
}
if flag == OLDNAME or in other words if the variable is referenced
for the first time then the value is one */
if (var list->no == -1){
If this is the rirst time the variable is accessed or the variable
is initialized then the no field is -1. Therefore the var list
is updated to the new number */










UPDATE_LIST - updates the list of variables in the linked list
The no and latest are two fields in the st:ructure





void update list ()
{ - 'abl I'struct var1 e n *tmp 1St;








while{trep list != NULL) {
tmp list->no = tmp list->latesti
t~~ist = tmp list->next;} ""r'_ _
*********************************************************************
***••••**************************************************************
STRIP_STRING () -- The string contain a statement in which



















while{*(strl+i) != '#') {
st[i] = * (strl+i) ;
i++·} ,
st [i) = I \0' ;
find_var_nam(st,NEWNAME) ;
1ft For the variable in the left hand side (or) the variable assigned a
value in the left hand side a new variable is assigned.
The new variable is of the form variable##nurnber *1
1* find var nam - Finds the new name for the variable passed as the
- 'first parameter. On return the node or the value of
the var list (a linked list maintain the last name
given to each variable) points or contains the
information of the variable passed */'* Here the var list for the variable for whieh a new variable name
isgiven is Updated *I
tmp_var_ouccr = (struct var_oucer *) malloc(sizeof(struet var_ouccr»i
tmp var ouecr->st num = stmt no;
tmp:Var=ouccr->neXt = NULL; -
if the variable had not been referenced before then
var list->oucer list is NULL
If "it is NULL tlie infonnation has to be inserted else
the last_oueer is updated
if .(var list->Quccr list == NULL) {
Var list->last oueer = tmp var ouecr;
var~ist->Queer list = tmp-var-oucer;
} - --
else {
} var_list->last oueer tmp_var_ouecr;
strcpy(strl~st)i




COpy VAR LIST () - Copies the variable list into a temporary list
This is used in the parsing of the input C program
*l
f-tr .... '* t·******************.*********************************************** */
I~ .~.***~*********.**************************************************** */
W':)id copy_var_list·()
{ struct ~iable_n *tmp_first,*tmp_list, *cp_list;
cp~list = first_var;
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tmp_first = (struct variable_n *) malloc{sizeof(struct variable_n)};
tmp_list = tmp_first;
tmp list->prev = NULL;
tmp-list->no = cp list->noj
tmp-list->latest ~ cp list->latestj
strcpy(tmp list->var,cp list->var}j
tmp list->Tast oueer = cp list->last oueer;
tmp-list->ouccr list = cp-list->oucer list;
tmp=list->next ;; NULL; - -
CP. list = cp list->next;
whDe (cp list ! = NULL) {
6mp list->next={struet variable n *) malloc(sizeof(struet variable_n});
tmp-list->next->prev = tmp list;
tmp-list = tmp list->next;-
tmp=list->next-= NULL;
tmp list->no = cp list->noj
trnp-list->latest ~ cp list->latesti
strcpy(tmp list->var,cp list->var}i









UPDATE VPR LIST () is used to update the latest in the
- vailable n structure.
In the lInked list containing the variable information




void update var list ()
{ - -
struct variable_n *free_var, *tmp_list;
var list = first vari
tmp=list = nfirst_vari
while (var list ! = NULL) {
ir(var list->latest > tmp list->latest){
-tmp list->last oueer = var list->last ouccr;
tmp~ist->latest = var lisE->latest; -} - -
free var = var list;
var Tist = var-list->next;
tmp~ist = tmp~ist->next;
free var->last-ouccr = NULL;
free-var->ouccr list = NULL;
free1free_var) j-
} .





FIND CON EOOES () --> This procedure goes through the linked list
and creates the CFG like the tree structure
on a new structure named ssa intra which is an array
of characters













struct ssa intro *ssa st;
ssa st ::: (stl:Uct ssa Intro *) malloc«stmt_no+2) * sizeof(stroct ssa_intro));
for1i=Oii<stmt no+2iT++){
ssa st [1] .no:::0 ;
ssa=st[iJ .l_oueer = NULL;
cfg_list = first_cfg->nexti
while(cfg list != NULL) {
k -; cfg list->to;
ssa_st[K] .no++;
tmp ouccr=(struct var ouccr *)malloc(sizeof(struet var_ouecr));
tmp-oueer->st num = eEg list->fram;
tmp-oueer->next = NULLi-
if Tssa st[k].l oueer == NULL) {
ssa st (kJ .1 ouecr = tmp oucer;
ssa=st[k] .f=oueer = tmp=ouceri
ssa st[k].l ouccr->next = tmp oueer;





CONVERT GRAPH() --> This procedure converts the linked list
to the tree structured directed graph.
The procedure uses cfg lined list to produce




st:ruct cfg_n * convert_graph ()
{
struct cfg *tmp_cfg, *cfg_list, *tmpl;
struct cfg_n *root , *node_cfg, *tmp2, *tmp3;
/* Store the first element of the linked list in the tmp_cfg */
tmp_cfg = first_efg->next;
/* The root node of the tree is allocated */
root = (st:ruct cfg n *) malloe(sizeof(struet cfg_n));
root->st no = tmp cfg->from;
root->fla~ = 0; -
root->no 1n edges = 0;
root->leFt ~ NULL;
root->right = NULL;
For every from and to in a node of the linked list the pointer





One of the rules is that for control carmot go to more than two
directions after the execution of a statement */
node efg = (struct cfg n *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg_n));
node- cfg- >fla$ = 0; -




root->left = node efg;
After the first statement the pointer is made to point to the left */
If the program does not have an CONDITION all right pointers would
be assigned a NULL values */
node cfg->no in edges++;
tmp cfg = trrP" cI'g->next;
whiTe (tmp_cfg != NULL) {
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/*
/* If the one end of the link present in the linked list is found
in the newly fonred node in the flow graph insert the other node in
the graph thereby creating the link *1
if (tmp cfg->from == node cfg->st no)
node cfg = insert node (root, node cfg, tmp cfg) i
else {- - --
Find the suitable position to insert the node or make the link





if (tmp_cfg->fram > node_cfg->st_no) {
tmpl = tmp cfg;
Search the linked list for the If""nk between the newly created node in
the new CFG and the next node */
while ( (tmp_cfg->from != node_cfg->st_no) && (tmp_cfg !=
tmp_cfg = tmp_cfg->nextj
/* If found then insert or make the link in the newly fanned CFG
and insert the node */
if «tmp_cfg != NULL)&&(tmp cfg->fram==node cfg->st no))
- node cfg=insert node(root,node cfg,tmp cfg);
else {- - --
/* If there exists no node in the linked list or if the link could not
be made then the newly formed CFG is searched for the node in the
CFG tree */
tmp cfg = tmpl j
tmp2 = search cfg(tmp cfg->from,root);
if (tmp2 ! = NULL) { -
/* If the from element or the from statement number is found in the tree
the to statement number is searched in the tree */
/*
tmp3 = search cfg(tmp cfg->to,.root);
if (tmp3 == NULL) { -
If the to element is not found in the tree the to node is created
and the link is made * /
tmp3= (struct cfg_n *)
tmp3->no in edges = 0;
trnp3->fl"ag -;; 0;




If the to element is also found in the tree the the link between
the from element and the to element is made depending on the




















if trnp2 is also NULL it means that such a to statement number and
a from statement number is yet to be in the CFG tree.
So a cormection between the an existing node and the from node
of the linked list is to be found */
find un edge --> perfonns the above function */
- - else {
tmpl = tmp cfg i
find un edge(trnp cfg,root,node cfg);








This condition exists if the node is already present in the tree * /
The tree is searched for the current from node */
tmp2 = search cfg(tmp cfg->from,root) ;
if (tnp2 ! = NULL) { -
The tree is searched for the current to node */
trnp3 = search cfg(tmp cfg->to,root};
if (tmp3 == NULL) { -
If to node not found the to node is created and the link is established
*/
tmp3= (struct cfg_n *) malloc(sizeof(struct
tmp3->no in edges = 0;
tmp3->flag -;; 0;





If the to node has also been found depending on whether the cozmection
has already been established or not, the new connection is established
*/
exit (0) ;
if ((tmp2->left->st_no != tmp3->st_no) &&
printf("\n Pointer Error: Control














if both the nodes are not in the tree a new link is established by the
find un edge so that from that node this link could be fonned */
- - tmpl = tmp cfg;












INSERT NODE(} --> Inserts a node into the CFG tree and establishes




struct cfg n *insert node (root, cfg_node,tmp_cfg}





Searches the tree, newly fomed eFG tree, for the statement number
to be equal to the to staterrent number */
tmp = search_cfg(tmp_cfg->to,root)i
if (tmp == NULL) {
if the em tree does not have the statement number then a
node is formed and the link is established */
tmp= (struct cfg n *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg_n»;






if (cfg node->left == NULL) {
cfg node->left = tmpj
tmp~>no_in_edges++i
}
else if (cfg node->right == NULL)




if ({cfg node->left->st no != tmp->st_no) &&
(cfg_node->right->st no ! = tmp:;st no») { -
- prinEf("\n Pointer Error: Control Error");
exit(O)i
}
else if (cfg node->right == NULL)






If the link has already been established then the establishment of
the new link is forgotten */
if «cfg_node->left == tmp) II (cfg_node->right == tmp))
return (NULL) ;
if the node already exists then the link is established */
else {
if (cfg_node->left == NULL) {






if «cfg node->left->st no != tmp->st_no) &&
(cfg_node->right->st_no != tmp->st no)T{ -







SEAROI cm () --> searches the CFG tree stnlctured directed graph
- for the statement whose number is similar to the one




struct cfg n *search cfg(st number, node_cfg)
int st numEer; - -
struct-cfg n *node cfg;{ - -
struet cfg n *tmpc;
if (node crg == NULL) return(NULL);






if (trope NULL) {
if (node cfg->left != NULL) {
ff(node cfg->left->st no > node cfg->st no)
tmpc = search cfg (st nuri\Der, node cfg- >right) ;} - - -
tmoc = NULL;
if- (node cfg->left != NULL) {










NEW TRAV () - - > is used to free the stnlcture inside the CFG




void new trav(node cfg,flag val, flag)
struct crg n *node-cfgi -
int flag val,flag;-{ -
int fr~=O,tol=O,framr=O,tor=Oi
if (node cfg == NULL) return;
if (node-cfg->left != NULL) {
froml = node cfg->st no;
tol = node crg->left~>st no;
if (node crg->flag != flag val) {
1* Free the structure containing the SSA
introducing variables */
if (flag == 0) free f list(node cfg);
else { - - -
printf("\n %d -----> %d ",froml,tol)j
printf (" **** %d ", node cfg->no in edges) ;
printf(" %d %s",node cfg-=->st nO,nooe cfg->stmt);
print f~hi(node cfgTi - -
free F Tist(node-cfg) i} -- -
}
node_cfg->flag flag val;
node cfg->flag end = Tlag_val;
if (£roml <= tOl)
new trav(node cfg->left,flag val, flag) ;
if (node cfg->right r; NULL) { -
fromr = node cfg->st no;
tor = node crg->righE->st no;
if (node cI'g->flag ! = flag val) {
l* Free the structure containing the SSA
introducing variables */
if (flag == 0) free f list(node cfg);
else { - - -
printf("\n %d -----> %d II, frornr, tor) ;
printf (II **** %d II, node cfg- >no in edges) ;
printf (" %d %s", node cfg-=->st no, node cfg- >stmt) ;
print f---.phi (node cfgTi - -
free I'Tist(node-cfg);} -- -





UPDATE NODE () --> is used to initialize the node in the crn





void update node (node cfg)
st:ruct cfg n *node cfg;
{ - -
st:ruct stmt_list *tmpstmt;
tmpstmt = first stmt;
while {(trcpstmt != NULL) && (trnpstrnt->st_no != node_cfg->st_no»
tmpstmt = tmpstmt->next;
node cfg->stmt = tmpstmt->stmt;
node=cfg->what_stmt = tmpstmt->what_stmti
node cfg->start stmt = tmpstmt->start stmti
















FIND UN ECGE ( ) - - > This procedure plays an important role
- J.n the creation of the tree structured CFG.
In a linked list there may be a node where the link
in that node could not be established because of
the staterrents may not be present in the newly formed
CFG tree.
In such a case this procedure is called which establishes
the link by tracing the link to the nodes present in this




find un edge (tmp cfg, root, node cfg)
struct cfg *tmp cfg i -
struct cfg n *r06t,*node cfg;{ - -
struct cfg *temperl;
struct cfg n *tmp2, *tmp3;
int tmp_to-; tmp_from;
temper! = tmp cfg;
tmp from = trrP" cfg- >fromj
tnp~ = NULL; -
do {
Search the linked list to identify a TO node which is similar to
the from statement number of the current linked list for which
the link could not be established */
while«tmp from != tmp cfg->to) && (tmp cfg t= NULL»
tmp~cfg = tmp_Cfg->next; -
Once the link between this unestablished link and the possible
link to this unestablished link is identified, the possible link
is tried to be established */
The new node in the list which could give the link to this
unestablished link is searched in the CFG */
tmp2 = search_cfg(tmp_cfg->fram,root);
if (tmp2 ! = NULL) {
If the first node of the possible link is in the CFG, then to
statement number is also searched in the CFG to double check */
tmp3 = search cfg(tmp cfg->to,root)i
if (tmp3 == NULL) { -
/* If not found the link is established */
tmp3= (struct cfg n *) malloc(sizeof(struct cfg_n»j
tmp3->no in edges-= 0;
tmp3->flag -;;- OJ




~f (tmp2->left == NULL) tmp2->left = tmp3;
else if (tmp2->right == NULL) tmp2->right=tmp3;
else {
if «t~2->left->st no != tmp3->st no) &&
(tmp2->right->st_no != tmp3->st no»{ - -
- printf ("\n Pointer Error: Control Error") i
exit(O)i
} }









update_f-.phis(node_cfg, fssa_var , f_stat, flag_val)
struct cYg n *node cfg;
struct ssa-var **fssa var;
struct ssa-var stat *F stat;
int flag val; - -
{ -
struct ssa var *tvar;
char strl[~OO] ,*st,str(lO] i
int i,j,len,number, what st, leng;









write status of the variable in the list that maintains
status is also updated */










f var = *fssa vari
tPhi = node crg->f-phi;
if (tphi ==-NULL) retUD1;
while (tphi != NULL) {
st = tphi->sivar;
number = tphi->no;
tvar = f var;
while ((tvar != NULL) && ((j=strcmp(tvar->var,st» != O){
1 var = tvar;
tVar = tvar- >next ;
}
if (tvar == NULL) {
1 var->next = (struct ssa var *) malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_var»i
l-var = 1 var->next;
l-var->neXt = NULL;
sErcpy(l_var->var, st) ;
1 var->no = number;
if ((j=J~cmp(tvar->varlst)) == 0) {
if (node cfg->flag != fla~ val) {
For the variable for whIch the phi functJ.on is introduced
a new variable is introduced for that phi function */
tmpstat = f stati






UPDATE SSA VAR () ---> Updates the status of the linked list





struct ssa var **fssa varj
struct cfg-n *node cfg;
{ - -
stnlct ssa var *tvar;
char strl(200),st[lOO],str[lO];
int i,j,len,number, what st, leng;
stnlct ssa_var *f_var, *T_var;
/*
if(node cfg == NULL) return;
if (node cfg->stmt == NULL) return;













while «tvar != NULL) && «j=strcmp(tvar->var,st» !=
1 var = tvar;
tVar = tvar- >next i
If (tvar == NULL) {
1 var->next = (struct






str [j] = I \0 I ;
number = atoi{str);
variable status list has not been formed then initialize it */
if (f_var == NULL) {
l_var=(struct ssa_var *) malloc(sizeof{struct ssa var»i
1 var->next = NULL; -
strcpy{l var->var,st) i
1 var->no = number;
*rssa var = 1 var;
f var-= 1 var;
it (what st ! = 2)
return;
j = 0;
Separate the variable and the number of the variable */














If variable already present in the list update it */









COPY_LIST_SSA() -> Copies a list of the status variable list
to preserve one copy for later use
}





ssa tmp = fssal->nexti
whiTe(ssa_tmp 1= NULL) {








struct ssa var *fssa1,**fssa2;
{ -
struct ssa var *tmps,*ssa tmp;









UPDATE SIGH L () - - > This procedure is used to update the phi
- varrable list in the second pass. As it could be noted
there exists two status variable lists in the transfonnation
of the input C program to the SSA-fonn.
Conparing the two status of variable lists the variables






struet ssa var *1t ssa;
street ssa-var stat *f stat;
{ - - -
int j,do'W11 flag;
st:r.uct phi-var list *t-Ehi var;
st:r.uct ssa-var-*t ssa,*fssa var, *travel_list, *prev_node;
char *tmpvar ; - -
struct ssa int oueer *t intra;
struct ssa=var-stat *tmP_stat;
t_ssa = it_ssa;
fssa var = node-9->f list->ssa list;
KeepIng one of The status of tne information standard the
other list is searched for the current variable */
while(t ssa != NULL) {
travel list = fssa vari





prev node = travel list;
travel list = travel list->next;} - -
1f(travel list == NULL) {
prev_node->next = (st:ruet ssa_var*)
prey_node = prev_nocie->next;





if ((travel list->no < t_ssa->no) && (node-9->no_in_edges > 1)){
If the status of the variaEles differs and the number does not





tmpvar = travel list->var;
travel list->no-= t ssa->no;
The phi variable is appended to the list c5t phi variables */
if (node-s->f-phi == NULL) {
If the !;'hi variable list is empty tnen the phi variable list
is init1alized */
node-9->f.J'hi = (struct phi_var_list *)
malloc(sizeof(struct phi_var_list))j
strcpy(node g->f-phi->sivar,tmpvar)i
tmp stat = t_stat;
whiTe ((tmp stat ! = NULL) &&
((j=strcmp(tmpvar,tmp_stat->var)) != 0)) -
tmp stat=tmp stat->next;
node g->fyhi->no ~ tmp_stat->write_noi
tmp stat->write no++;
node g->fyhi->next = NULL;




else { . .
If the phi variable list is already present the phl. varl.able
is introduced at the end of the list */
tyhi var = node3->fyhi;
wliileT (t-phi var ! = NULL) &&




node g->lyni->no = tttp stat->write no;
tmp stat->write no++; - -
node g->lyhi->next = NULL;





if (tyhi var == NULL) {
nOOe-S->lyhi->next = (struct phi_var_list *)
node-s->lyhi=node3->1""phi->next;
strqpy(node-S->1-phi ->sivar,travel1ist->var);
- t~ stat = f stat;








tst (struct ssa var stat *)malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_var_stat»;
tst->read no = tmPstaE->read nOi
tst->write no = tmpstat->write no;
tst->stmt no = tmpstat->stmt no;
tst->wrst-no = tst->wrst nOi-
tst->next-= NULL; -
*ret stat = tsti
strqpy(tst->var,tmpstat->var}i
t~stat = tmpstat->nexti
wh~le(tmpstat != NULL) {
tst->next = (struct ssa var stat *) malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_var_stat});
tst = tst->nexti -
tst->read no = tmpstat->read nOi
tst->write no = tmpstat->write no;
tst->strnt no = tmpstat->stmt no;







COpy VAR STAT --> The status of the variable list is copied on
- to another position as temporary storage
This is used in the second phase of the translation




copy var stat(f stat,ret stat)
struct ssa var stat *f stat, **ret stat;{ - - - -
struct ssa var stat *tmpstat, *tst;
tmpstat = I stat;
if (f_stat -;;= NULL) {





UPDATE WRITE STAT () --> This procedure updates the write information





struct ssa var stat *fvar stat, *svar stat;{ - - - -
while (fvar stat != NULL) {
if ITvar stat->write no < svar stat->write no) {










UPDATE_READ STAT () --> This procedure updates the read information
of the list that maintains the status of the variables




update read stat (fstat,str)
struct-ssa var stat *fstat;
char *str·- -{ ,
struct ssa var stat *fvar_stati
int j;
fvar stat = fstat;
while«fvar stat != NULL) && {(j=strcmp(fvar stat->var,str» != 0»)
- fvar SEat = fvar stat->nextj
if (fvar stat == NULL) return; - -
if (fvar-stat->read no < fvar stat->write no) {
- fvar-stat->reaQ no = fvar stat->write no-I;
fvar-stat->stmt-no fvar-stat->wrst no;






FINAL INS SIGH() --> This procedure is used to initialize the
variables in the program with a new variable narre
corresponding to each variable.
Each variable of the form VAR is assigned a new narre
VAR##NUM where Num is the number assigned to the
variable each time it is referenced in the !?rogram





struct cfg n *node cfg;
int flag val; -
st:tUct ssa var stat *var stat;{ - - -
struct cfg n *lnode,*rnode;
struct ssa-var stat *rec var stat, *fvar stat, *ssa stat;
struct ssa-var-stat *ssa-r stat, *ssa 1 stat;
stnlct cfg-n *Tenode, *rI"nOde; - -
var stat --=> maintains the status of the variables */
if Tnode cfg == NULL) return(NULL)i
if (node-cfg->flag == flag val) return(NULL)i
If this node has already been visited then return */
replace var nvar(node cfg,var stat);
lenode -;; nooe cfg- >leI't ; -
rinode = node-cfg->right;
if (lenode !=-NULL) {
if (lenode->f-phi != NULL) {
update_in-phi(lenode,var_stat);
if (rinode != NULL) {
if (rinode->f-phi != NULL) {
update in nhi(rinode,var stat);} - ~ -
}
node cfg->flag = flag val;
copy-var_stat (var s~at, &r~c_var_stat);
ssa T stat = finaT 1ns-ph1{node_cfg->left,flag_val,rec_var_stat);
copy Var stat (var_stat, &rec_var_stat) ;
if (ssa T stat != NULL)
llpaate write stat (rec var stat,ssa_l stat);
ssa r stat = final rns--'phi (nOOe_crg- >right , flag_val, rec_var_stat) ;
if Tssa r stat != NULLT
~te_write_stat(rec_var_stat,ssa_r_stat);
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void init var stat(f var stat)
struct ssa var stat **f var stat;{ - - --
struct ssa var stat *tmpstat;
struct var'Iable_n *tmpvar;
tmpvar = first var;
tmpstat = (struct ssa var stat *) malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_var_stat)};
*f var stat = tmpstat; -
it{first var != NULL) {
strcpy(tmpstat->var, first var->var) ;
tmpstat->read no = 0; -
tmpstat->write no = 1;




while (tmpvar != NULL) {
tmpstat->next = (struct ssa var stat *) malloc(sizeof(struct
ssa var stat) ) ;
- - tmpstat = tmpstat->next;
strcpy(tmpstat->var,tmpvar->var) ;
tmpstat->read no = 0;
tmpstat->write no = 1;








FIND ST NEWNAME () - - > This procedure finds a new name for
- the variable passed on to this procedure.
This procedure uses the status of the variables, and the






int find st newname(st,flag,f stat,st number)
char *st; - --
int flag;




char str1[20] , number;
while «f stat != NULL) && «j=strcmp(f stat->var,st» != 0»
f stat = f stat->next; -
Check for the var:table in the linked list */
If variable not found print error * /
if(f stat == NULL) {





if (flag == READ MODE) {
If variable is referencea then the variable needs to be read */
if (f stat->read no == 0) {






number = f stat->read no;





If the variable is an assigrurent variable then after the first
variable is given a new name the other variables need to be
given the old referenced name */
if (node cfg->what stmt != 2)
- flag = RFAD_MODE;
}
free(node cfg->strnt)j
node cfg->strnt = newstr;
if (1node_cfg->what_stmt < 4) && (node_cfg->what stmt != 2»){









UPDATE_IN_SIGH() --> This function initialize the phi variables
var##nurnl = SIGH (var##num2, var##num3, , var#ntmU1);
This function captures the num2, num3, , numn
update_in-phi(node_cfg,f_stat)
struct c£g n *node cfg;
struct ssa-var stat *f stat;









~hitmp = node cfg->f-phi;
1£ (phitmp ==-NULL) return;
while{phitmp != NULL) {
strcpy(st,phitmp->sivar};
t stat = f stat;
wnile {(t stat != NULL)&&«j=strcrnp(t stat->var,st}) !=O»
t stat = t stat->next; -
if (phit~->f num~= NULL) {
ntnp=(Struct phi var num *)malloc(sizeof(struct phi_var_num»;
phitmp->f num = ntmp;
phitmp->l-num = ntmp;
sprintf (strl, "%d", t stat->read no) ;
strcat(st,,,##n}; - -
strcat(st,strl);
ntmp->no = t stat->read no;
ntmp->stmt no = t stat->stmt no;
strcpy(ntmp->svar~st); -
ntmp->next = NULL;
ntmp=(struct phi var num *)malloc(sizeof(stnlct phi_var_num»j
phitmp->l num->next=-ntmp;
phitmp->l-num = ntmp;








UPDATE SSA VAR STAT () - - > This procedure is used to update .









struct ssa var stat **fssa var;




struct ssa var stat *tvar;
char strl(~OO]~st(100],str(10];
int i,j,len,number, what st, leng, rd flag 0;
struct ssa_var_stat *f_var, *l_var; -
if(node cfg == NULL) return;
if (node_cfg->stmt == NULL) return;
If current statement is NULL then this node is a Merge Node */
















Each variable is identified and stored in st */
while (strl (i] ! = '#') {





what st = node cfg->what strnti
if (What_st >~) rd_flag-= 1;
If the current staterrent is not an assignment statement then
all variables are only referenced or all the variables used
in this statement are read only
}
The number in each variable is also split */
i = i+li
str [j] = I \0 I i
number = atoi(str)i
while«i < len) && (! (isalpha(strl[i]»» i++;
If there exists no list which keeps track of the
status of the variables the such a list is created */
if (f var == NULL) {
- 1 var=(struct ssa var stat *) malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_var_stat»;
l-var->next = NULL; -
strcpy(l var->var, st) ;
1 var->write no = number;
l-var->read no = number;
*tssa var =-1 varj
f var-= 1 var;











If such a list that keeps track of the status of the variables
already exist then the variable that occurs in the current
statement is stored. Its position in the list is identified */
while «tvar != NULL) && «j=strcmp(tvar->var,st» 1= O»{
1 var = tvarj
tVar = tvar- >next ;
If for Jhe current variable there does not exists a node in the
linked list maintaining the status then a node is created in the
list so that the information is stored in the list */
if (tvar == NULL) {
1 var->next = (struct ssa var stat *) malloc{sizeof{struct
ssa var_stat));
1 var = 1 var->next;
l-var->next = NULL;
strcpy (1 var- >var, st) ;
if (rd frag == 0) {
-1 var->write no = number;
l-var->read no = number;
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if «J=strcmp(tvar->var,st)) == 0) {
/* If for the given variable there exists infonnation in the table then
dependin~ on the statement the rd flag, the infonnation is updated
in the l1nked list */ -
if (rd flag == 0) {
- tvar->write no = number;
tvar->read no = number;
if (what st != 2) rd flag 1;} - -
else
tvar->read no number;




COpy LIST SSA STAT() --> The list maintain the status of each
va-riab~e is copied on to some intermediate linked list




copy list ssa stat(fssal,fssa2)
struct ssa var stat *fssal,**fssa2i
{ --
struct ssa var stat *tmps,*ssa tmp;
if (fssal ~= NOLL) { -
*fssa2 = fssal;
return;
fmps (struct ssa var stat *) malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_var_stat));
strcpy(tmps->var,fssal~>var);
tmps->read no = fssal->read no;
tmps->write no = fssal->write nOi
*fssa2 = tmps; -
tmps->next = NULL;
ssa tmp = fssal->next;
whiTe (ssa trrp ! = NULL) {
tmps->next = (struct ssa var stat *) malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_var_stat));
tmps = tmps->next;
strcpy(tmps->var,ssa_trrp->var};




CHANGE SSA TO STAT () - - > The status of the variables is maintained
- in the linked list. At places where the Sigh function needs
to be introduced the phi variables are identified by another
structure which is similar to the one in which the status
of the variables are stored.
The other structure using which the phi variables are







change ssa to stat(f ssa stat, fssa)
struct-ssa-var stat *f ssa stat;
struct ssa-var-**fssai- -
{ -
struct ssa var stat *tstat;
struct ssa=var-*tssai
~stat = f_ssa_stat;
~f (tstat == NULL) {
*fssa = NULL;
retw:nj
':ssa = lstroct ssa var *) malIce (sizeof (struct ssa_var» i
*fssa = tssa;




~nile (tstat != NULL) {
tssa->next = (struct ssa_var *) malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_var))i
tssa = tssa->nextj













FIRST PASS SIGH () - SIGH is the na.xre of the function that is used
- to ~ndicate the SSA -fonn.
To build the SSA fonn there are basically two passes
each with its own function.





void first-pass-Ehi{node cfg, flag val,fssa var,f stat)
struct cfg n *n6de cfg; - - --
int flag val; -
stnlct ssa var stat *fssa vari
struct ssa-var-stat *f stat;
{ - - -
int froml=O,tol=O,fromr=O,tor=O,lflag,rflagi
struct cfg n *lnode,*rnodei
struct ssa-var stat *rec ssa, *tssa;
struct ssa-var-*first ssa;
stnlct ssa=ins_list *tmpssa;
if (node cfg == NULL) return;
if (node=cfg->flag == flag_val) return;
1* The status of the variables that appear in the current node
is updated on to the list */
update_ssa_var_stat (&fssa_var,node_cfg) ;
if ((node_cfg->flag != flag_val) &&(node_cfg->left != NULL))
/* If the this node in the CFG has not been visited and if the
exists a left child also then */
/* The condition about the existence of the left child is due to
the fact that the phi variables mayor may not be introduced in
the child of the current node */
froml = node cfg->st no;
lnode = node-cfg->lert;
tal = lnode->st no;
/* no of tr - NO of Times This node Reached is not equal to zero */
/* Because each time this node is reached this no of tr is decremented */
}
else {
If there already exists the status of variables in the node update
it */
if (lnode->no of tr != 0 ){
lnode":>no of tr- - ;
if (lnode-=->no in edges> 1){
If this node could be reachea by more than one path */
change ssa to stat (fssa var,&first ssa);
if (lnOde->f Tist == NOLL) { -
Store the status of the variables at the node where more than
one edge converge */
lnode->f_list = (struct ssa_ins_list *)
malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_ins_list));
lnode->f list->ssa list = first ssa;
Inode->f-rist->next = NULL; -
lnode->l=list = lnode->f_list;
malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_ins_list));
Inode->l list = lnode->l list->next;
Inode->l~ist->next= NULL;
lnode->l~ist->ssa list = first ssa;
Once the node is updated with the latest status Find the phi -
variables or the variables for which a phi function needs to





/* ~efore going to the left sub-tree store the current status of the
variables */
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1* This is done because by entering the left subtree the status of the
refe~ez:c~d ~ri~les may change depending upon the assignrcent or
the ~n~t~al~zat~onof the variables *1
copy_Iist_ssa_stat(fssa_var,&rec_ssa)i
if (froml <= toll
first-pass-phi(node_cfg->left,flag_val,rec_ssa,f_stat);
/* Then Look into the right subtree */
if «node_cfg- >flag ! = flag_val) && (node_cfg- >right ! = NULL»
1* If the this node in the CFG has not been visited and if the
exists a right child also then *1
/* The condition about the existence of the right child is due to
the fact that the phi variables mayor may not be introduced in
the child of the current node *1
}
else
fromr = node cfg->st no;
mode = node=cfg->right;
tor = rnode->st nOi
if (rnode-:>no or tr ! = a ){
If this node could be- reached by more than one path *I
rnode-:>no of tr--j
if (rnode-=->no in edges> 1){
Store the status of the variables at the node where more than
one edge converge *I
Before such a storage convert the st:ructure in the form such
that it could be stored *1
change ssa to stat (fssa var,&first ssa);
if (rnOde->f Tist == NULL) { -
rnod~>f list = (struct ssa ins list *)
malloc{sizeof(struct ssa ins_list) j - - -






rnode-:>l_list->next = (struct ssa_ins list *)
malloc(sizeof(struct ssa ins_list»;
rnode->l list = rnode->l list->next;
rnode->l-list->next = NULL;
rnode->l~ist->ssa list = first ssa;
1* Once the node is updated with the latest status rind the phi -






Make the current node visited *1
node_cfg->flag = flag_val;
Before going to the left sub-tree store the current status of the
variables *7
This is done because by entering the left subtree the status of the
referenced variables may change depending upon the assignment or
the initialization of the variables *1
copy list_ssa_stat(fssa_var,&rec_ssa)i






This procedure is the implementat~onof algori~hm 4. .





void gen ssa_form(node_cfg, flag_val, fssa_var,f_stat)
struct ctg n *node cfg;
int flag_val; -
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street cfg n *1node , *rnode; -
struct ssa-var *first ssa, *rec ssa, *tssa;






if (node cfg == NULL) return;
if (node-cfg->flag_end == flag val) return;
Update tne status of the variaEles where the introduction of the phi
variables has taken place */
The introduced phi variables also need to propagate to other places
*/
update_f-phis(node_cfg,&fssa_var,f_stat,flag_val);
if (node cfg->what stmt < 4)
update_ssa~ar~&fssa_var,node_cfg);
The status of the var1ables that appear in the current node
is updated on to the list */
Update the left hand side of the current node */
if (node cfg->left != NULL) {
froml = node cfg->st no;
Inode = node-cfg->lefti
tol = lnode->st no;
copy list ssa(fssa var,&first ssa);
The condition abOut the eXistence of-the left child is due to
the fact that the phi variables mayor may not be introduced in
the child of the current node */
ssa ins_list));
Inode->l list = lnode->l list->next;
lnode->l-list->next = NULL;
lnode->l~ist->ssa list = first ssa;
Once the node is updatea with the latest status find the phi
variables or the variables for which a phi function needs to
be inserted */
update nhi 1 (lnode,first ssa,f stat);} .J:' _ __
A copy Jf the status of the variables are stored before the
left subtree is traversed */
copy list_ssa(fssa_var,&rec_ssa}i




/* A copy of the current status is stored in the status of the other
variables */
if (lnode->f list == NULL) {
lnode:>f list = (struct ssa ins list *) malloc(sizeof{struct
ssa_ins_list)); -
Inode->f list->ssa list = first ssa;
lnode->f~ist->next= NULL; -
lnode->l~ist = lnode->f list;} - -
else {
lnode->l_list->next = (struct ssa_ins list *) malloc(sizeof{struct
ssa
node cfg->flag = flag val;
update f-phis(node_cfg,&fssa_var,f_stat,flag_val);
if (nooe cfg->what stmt < 4)
update_ssaY"ar(&fssa_var,node_cfg) ;
if (node cfg->right != NULL) {
fromr = node cfg->st no;
mode = node-cfg->righti
tor = :rnode->st no;
first ssa = NULL;
copy Tist ssa(fssa var,&first_ssa)i
if (rnode~>f list ~= NULL) {
rnode:>f list = (struct ssa_ins_list *) malloc(sizeof(struct
ins_list»; -
rnode->f list->ssa list = first ssa;
rnode->f~ist->neXE= NULL; -
rnode->l-list = rnode->f list;} - -
else {
rnode->l_list->next = (struct ssa_ins_list *) malloc(sizeof(struct
ssa ins_list»;
rnode->l list = rnode->l list->nexti
rnode->l-list->next = NULL;
rnode->l list->ssa list = first ssa;
update-pni l(rnode~first ssa,f stat};} - --
. }
oqpy I1st ssa(fssa var,&rec ssa);






FIRST INI'RO SIGH () - - > This function introduces the phi
- var1ables depending upon the linked list containing the
status variables that has come by another path.
This function compares the status of the variables that
have been stored in this node and the status of the
variables that has arrived to this node by a different
path.
If the status of a variable differs then that variable
needs a phi function to be introduced






struct ssa var *t ssa;
struct ssa-var stat *f stat;{ - - -
int j;
struct ssa var stat *tmp vstat;
struct phi-var-list *tyni varj





tmp vstat = f stat;
whiTe(t_ssa !-;; NULL) {
Kee~ing one list standard and tracing the other list for the
varJ.able present in the standard list is the algorithm followed here */
travel list = fssa vari




l =0) ) {
prey node = travel list;
travel list = travel list->nexti
} - -
1f(travel list == NULL) {
prey node->next = (struct ssa_var*)
prev=node = prev_node->nexti




tmpvar = travel list->var;
if (travel list~>no != t ssa->no){
while «(tmp vstat ! = NULL)
&&«(j=strcmp{tmp vstat->var,tmpvar)) != aT)
- tmp vstat = tmp vstat->nexti
/* If the status of a variable differs then that variable needs a
phi function */
travel list->no = t ssa->nOi
/* The variable is appended to a list of var1"ables for which the phi
function needs to be assigned */ {
if (node_g->f-ehi ~= ~). .. .
/* If the phi list is not present then the l1st 18 1n1t~al1zed */
node--9->fyhi = (struct phi_var_list *)
malloc(sizeof(struct phi_var_list});
strcpy(node-s->f-phi-> sivar,tmpvar)i
if (tmp_vstat != NULL)
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node g->fyhi->next = NULL;






t -'-phi var = node-.9- > f -phi;
wliile1(tyhi var != NULL) &&
(j=strcmp(t-phi_var->sivar,tmpvar) != 0)) { -
tyhi_var = t-phi_var->next;
If (tyhi var == NULL) {
nooe3->lyhi->next = (struct phi_var list *)
node_g->lyhi=node_g->l-phi->nexti
strcpy(node-9->l-phi ->sivar,travellist->var)j
- if (tmp vstat ! = NULL)
node g->lyhi->no
else { -
1rintf ( II \n SORRY") ;
tmp vstat->write no++;
node g->lyhi->next = NULL;







INITIALIZE FIRST SSA() --> is used to initialize the status







struct ssa var *f ssa, *tmp ssa;
struct var1able_n-*tmp_vari-
tmp var = first varj
tmp=ssa = (struct ssa_var *) malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_var));
tmp ssa->no = 0;
strCpy(trrp_ssa->var, tmp_var->var) i
tmp_ssa->next = NULL;
f ssa = tmp ssa;
wElle (tmp var ! = NULL) {
tmp_ssa->next = (struct ssa_var *) malloc(sizeof(struct ssa_var));
tmp ssa = tmp ssa->next;
strcpy(tmp_ssa->var, tmp_var->var) ;
tmp_ssa->no = 0;
tmp ssa->next = NULL;
tmp-var = tmp var- >next ;
return (; s:) ; -
} -
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INTRO GSA FORM - - > This function introduces the GSA function
- or the ETA function
*/
/* Here the problem is to introduce E~a Function *1
/* ********************************************************************* */
/* ********************************************************************* */
void intro-ssa fonm{node cfg,flag val)
struct cfg n *node cfg; - -
int flag val; -
{ -
int froml=O,tol=O,fromr=O,tor=Oi
struct cfg n *lnode,*rnode, *tnode;
struct cfg-n *int node;
struct phi-var list *nodeyhi, *tnode-phii
struct phi-var-num *tnum, *earnum;







node cfg->fyhi = tnodeyhi;
tnodeyhi- >next = NULL;
strcpy(tnodeyhi->var, node ohi->var) ;
strcpy(tnode-phi->sivar, noae-phi->sivar);
tnum = NULL;
if (node""'phi->f num != NULL) {
ea:rnum ~node-'phi->f num->next;
if (earnum != NULL) T
tnum = (struct phi_var_num
} }
tnode-Ehi->no = node-2hi ->no;
node cfg->fyhi = tnOdeyhi;
node-cfg->l-phi = tnode~hi;
tnode-phi->no = node-ph1 ->no;
tnode""'phi->f num = tnum;
tnodeyhi->l-num = tnum;
tnode---'phi - >next = NULL;
nodeJilii = node--phi - >next ;
while (node--phi ! = NULL) {
tnode""'phi->next = (struct phi_var_list *)
phi var list)) i





if (nodeyhi->f num ~= NULL) {
earnum ~node"'phi->f num->next;
if (earnum != NULL) T
tnum = (struct phi_var_nurn *)
if (node cfg == NULL) return;
if (node-cfg->flag end == flag val) return;
if (node-cfg->left-!= NULL) { -
froml = node cfg->st no;
Inode = node-cfg->lert;
tol = Inode->st no;
nodeyhi = Inocie->fyhi;
if ((node cfg->what stmt == 21)&&(node-phi







tnodeyhi->f num = tnum;
tnodeyhi->l-num = t::UIni
tnode~hi->next = NULL;




while (st list->next != NULL)
st:list = st list->nextj
st_list->riext = (struct int_list *) malloc(sizeof(struct
st list= st list->next;
st=list->no-= node cfg->start stmtj
st list->next = NULL· -} - ,
Inse~ the path along which this Ganma Function
node 15 reached */
st list = Inode->f inti
if-(st list == NULL) {
- st_list = (struct int_list *) malIce (sizeof (struct
st list->no = node cfg->start strnt;
st-list->next = NULL; -




node cfg->flag = flag val;
if (rroml <= tal) -
intra gsa form(node cf~->left,flagval);
if (node cfg:>rignt != NULLl t -
fromr = node cfg->st no;
mode = node-cfg->right;
tor = rnode->st no;
node ohi = rnode->f ohi;
if (Tnode cfg->what--stmt == 21)&&(node-phi != NULL) {
trlodeyhi = -(struet phi var list *) malloe (sizeof (struet
phi_var_list}) ; - -
node cfg->fyhi = tnodeyhi;




if (nodeyhi->f num != NULL) {
earnum ~ node-phi - >f num- >next ;
if (earnum != NULL) T
tnum = (struct phi_var_nurn *) malloc(sizeof(struct
tnum->no = earnurn->no;
strcpy(tnum->svar,earnum->svar) ;
tnum->stmt no = earnum->stmt_no;
malloc(sizeof(struet
} h'tnode-phi->no = node-p 1->no;
tnode-phi->no = nodeyhi->no;
tnodeyhi->f num = tnurn;
tnode-phi->l-num = tnum;
node cfg->fy~i = tnode-phi ;
node-efg->lyhi = tnode-phi ;
nodeyhi = node-phi - >next ;
while (node-phi != NULL) {
tnodeyhi->next = (st:ruet phi_var_list *)
phi var list» ;




if (node-phi->f num != NULL) {
earnum ~nodeyhi->f num->nexti
if (earnum != NULL) T












}if (rnode->what stmt == 12) {
/* Insert tne path along which this Ganma Function
node is reached *j
else
st list = lnode->f inti
if-(st list == NULL) {
- st_list = (struct int_list *) malloc(sizeof(struct
st list->no = node cfg->start stmt;
st-list->next = NULL; -
Inode->f int = st list;} - -
{
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while (st list->next != NULL)
st list = st list->next;
st_list->nex~ = (struct int_list *) malloc(sizeof(struct
st list= st list->next;
st-list->no-= node cfg->start stmt;
st-list->next = NULL; -
} -
If (fromr <= tor)
intr0-ssa form(node cfg->right,flag val);
node_cfg->flag_eria = flag_val; -
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The following file is print.h
/* ********************************************************************* *1
/* ********************************************************************* */
/ * PRINT_eFG_GRA () - - > Prints the Control flow graph in
as found in the linked list *1
/* ********************************************************************* *1
/* ********************************************************************* *1
'{Oid print_ cfg-.5:Jra ( )
cfg-9raph = first_cfg;
while(cfg~raph 1= NULL) {





node cfg->flag = 1;
if (!ro~ <= tal)
print-sraph(node_cfg->left) ;





PRINT_GRAPH() --> Print the Control Flow graph as per the
tree structured CFG method
This is also used to initialize certain variables in




void print graph{node cfg)
struct cfg-n *node cfg;
{ - -
int froml=O,tol=O,fromr=O,tor=Oi
if (node cfg == NULL) return;
if (node-cfg->flag == 1) return;
update nOde (node cfg) i
/ * Most of the pointers ~n the node structure get updated here * /
if ((node cfg->flag != 1) &&(node_cfg->left != NULL)) {
f~ = node cfg->st no;
tol = node_cFg->left~>st_noi .
node_cfg->no_of_tr = node_cfg->no_~n_edges;
if (node cfg->flag != 1) &&(node_cfg->right != NULL))
fiOmr = node cfg->st no;
tor = node cIg->right->st_no; ,










FREE F LIST () - Frees the merno,I.Y of a linked list in




free f list(node cfg)
struct- cfg_n *noae_cfg i
itruct ssa_ins_list *t_insl;
t insl = node_cfg->f list;
wnile(t insl != NULLT{t ~nsl->ssa list);
~ree rec ssa -
t inSl =-t_insT->next;











PRINT LIST ST () ---> Print the list of statements that





void print list st(){ --
struct stmt list *tmp_stlisti
int ji
tmp stlist = first stmt->next;
whiTe (trrp stlist !-;; NULL) {
it «j = strC!'OP(tmp stlist->stmt , NULL) ) != 0)
printf{"\n !@. %s",tmp stlist->st nO,tmp stlist->stmt)i
else printf ("\n %d MERGE "I t~ stlist - >5t no) ; -
tmp_stlist = tmp_stlist->nexti- -
*/
*/
FREE REC SSA () --> Free the linked list containing the




free rec ssa(tmp ssa)
struet ssa var *tmp ssa;{ - -
struct ssa var *free ssa;
free ssa =-tmp ssa; -
while(tmp ssa != NULL) {













void print ssa graph {node_cfg, flag_val)
struct cfg-n *node_cfg;
int flag val;{ -
int froml=O,tol=O,fromr=O,tor=Oi
if (node cfg == NULL) return;
if (node-cfg->flag == flag val) return;
if «(node cfg->flag != flag_val) &&(node_cfg->left != NULL»








printf("\n %d -----> %d II froml tol).
~rintf (.. **** %d ", node cfg->no'in edges) ;
1f (node cfg->stmt == NOLL) --
printf(" NODE: %d - - - - - - ':,node_cfg->st_no);
}
if
printf (II NODE: %d %s .. , node_cfg->st_no,node_cfg->stmt) i
( (node_cfg->flag ! = flag val) && (node cfg- >right ! = NULL»
fromr = node cfg->stno; -
to~ = node_;rg->right->st nOi
pr1ntf{"\n -od -----> %d iT fromr tor) .
~rintf(" **** %d ",node cfg->no'in edges);
1f (node cfg->strnt == NOLL) --
printf(1I NODE: %d - - - - - - u,node cfg->st no);
else - -
NODE: %d %s ",node_cfg->st_no,node_cfg->stmt)iprintf(tI}
node cfg->flag = flag val;
if (Iroml <= toll -
print_ssa-9raph(node_cfg->left, flag val);







PRINT FLIST () --> Print the list of variables and their














struct cfg n *node;
{ -




tmpl = tmpl- >next ;
printf("\n") ;
while (tnpl != NULL) {
t~ssa = tmpl->ssa list;
wh11e(tmpssa != NULL) {











struct cfg n *n60e cfg;
{ - -
struct phi var list *tmpi
t~ = node=cfg-=->f-phii
whJ.le (trcp != NULL) {
printf{1I %d %s lI,trnp->no,tmp->sivar)i







PRINT PHI VAA () ---> This function is used to print the phi






struct phI" var list *phi var·
{ - - -'
}
printf ("\n ll ) ;
printf (lI\n VARIABLES TO BE GIVEN NEW NAME \n") .
while(phi var != NULL) { ,
piintf (" %s %d" ,phi var->sivar,phi var->no) ;








print init varst(f stat)
struct ssa-var stat *f stat;
{ - - -
struct ssa var stat *t~stat;
tmpstat = t stat;
while (tnpstat ! = NULL) {
printf("\n %s %d %d",tmpstat->var,tmpstat->read no,trrpstat->write no);
tmpstat = tmpstat->next; - -
********************************************************************* *1
********************************************************************* *1






free ssa stat (freestat)
struct ssa var stat *freestat;
{ --
struct ssa var stat *tstat;
tstat = freestat;



















if (node cfg == NULL) return;
if (node=cfg->flag == flag_val) return;
if (node_cfg->f-phi != NULL) print-phis(node_cfg->f-phi);
if «node cfg->flag != flag_val) &&(node_cfg->left != NULL})
froml = node cfg->st no;
tol = node c!g->left~>st_no;
printf("\n-%d -----> %d ",froml,tol);
printf (II **** %d ",node_cfg->no_in_edges) i
if (node cfg->strnt NULL)
printf(" NODE: %d - - - - - - ",node_cfg->st_no);
else
printf (" NODE: %d %s ", node_cfg->st_no,node_cfg->stmt) ;
if (node cfg->scart stmt != -1)
printf (II **~II, node_cfg->start_stmt) ;
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else
if «node_cfg->flag !; flag val) &&(node cfg->right !; NULL) {
franr ; node cfg->st no; -
tor = node_crg->right->st no;
printf("\n %d -----> %d"" fromr tor) .
!?rintf(" **** %d ",node cfg->no'in edges);
1f (node cfg->stmt =; NULL) --
printf(" NODE: %d - - - - - - ",node_cfg->st_no);
printf {" NODE: %d %s II ,node cfg->st nO,node cfg->stmt};
if (node cfg- >statt stmt ! = -1) - - -
printf (" **8", node_cfg->start_stmt) ;
}
~ode cfg->flag = flag val;
1f (!roml <= tol) -
print_SSA_form(node_cfg->left,flag val);





PRINT_PHIS() --> Print the phi functions
}





struct phi var Tist *nodeyhii{ --
struct phi var nurn *tmpnum;
while (node:phi-!= NULL) {
pr1ntf (u\n %s = PHI (", nodeyhi->var) ;
tmpnum = node-phi->f num;
while (tmpnum ! = NULLT {
printf{"%s %d %d",tmpnum->svar,tmpnum->no,ttll'num->stmt no);
tmpnum = tmpnurn- >next i -
if (trrpnum == NULL) printf(")");
else printf{",t1);






print final gamma(node-Ehi,node g)
struct phi_var_list *nOdeyhi; -
struct cfg n *node g;
{ - -
struct phi var num *tmpnum;
while {node:phi-l= NULL) {
pr1ntf {.. \n %s = GAMMA (%d, " , node'-phi - >var I node3->start_strnt) ;
tmpnum = nodeyhi->f numj
while (tmpnurn ! = NULLT {
printf ("%s", tmpnurn->svar) ;
tmpnurn = tmpnurn- >next;
if (tmpnum == NULL) printf(tt)rr);
else printf{",");









PRINI'_FINAL_GAMMA(} --> Print the switches in the GSA form
********************************************************************* */
********************************************************************* */
stru.ct phi var num *tmpnum;
struct int~ist *st list;





node-yh~ = node-'phi - >next i
st l1st = node g->f inti
nuiliber = 0 i - -
st list = node-9->f inti
whI1e (node-phi ! = NULL) {
prmtf("\n %s = GAMMA(%d,U,node ohi->var,st list->no)i
number++ ; --
st list = st list->next·
t~num = nodeyhi->f n~;
wh1le(tmpnum->next !~ NULL) {
printf (II%S, ", trrpnum->svar) ;
tmpnum = tmpnurn- >next .
if (tmpn~->next != NULL) {
prJ.ntf(fl GM+1A(%d,",st list->no)i
number++i -









struct ph1_var_list *node-ph1 i





node-phi = node-phi - >next i
struct phi var num *tmpnum;
while(node~hi-!= NULL) {
pr~ntf(lI\n %s = MU.L(%d,",node-phi->var,node-9->st noli
tmpnum = nocieJ'hi->f numi -
while (tmpnum ! = NULLT {
printf (U%s", tmpnurn->svar) i
tmpnum = trnpnum- >next ;
if (tmpnurn == NULL) printf(II}II};









PRINT_FINAL_ETA () --> Print the Eta functions in the GSA-form







print final eta(node-phi,node g)
street phi \Tar list *node-phi;-
struct cfg-n *node a i
{ _ --::l
struct phi var num *tmpnumi
while(node~hi-!= NULL} {
pr~ntf("\n %s = ETA.T(%d,",nodeyhi->var,node3->start_stmt);
tropnum = nodeyhi->f num;
printf (II%S", tmpnum->svar) ;
printf(") II);









void print final GSA(node cfg,flag val}
st:ruct cfg-n *nooe_cfg; - -




1.1.:ff (node_cfg == NULL) return;
(node_cfg->flag == flag_val) return;
if (node_cfg->what stmt == 51) {
~rintf(lI\n L = .TRUEtt);
if (node_cf9->w6at_stmt == 52) {
I?rintf (II \n L = . FALSE") ;
if (node_cf9->f~hi != NULL) {
~: (node_~fg->what stmt == 20)
· pr1.nt_finar=-.gamna(node cfg->fyhi,node cfg);
else 1.f (node cfg->what stmt ~ 5) -
· print3inal_":ll<rlode_cfg->fyhi,node cfg);
e~se 1.f (node cfg->wnat stmt == 6) -
· print3inal_~ (rlode_cfg->fjJhi,node cfg) i
e:se 1.f (node cfg->wnat stmt == 211 -
· print~inal_etarnode_cfg->fyhi,node cfg);




if «node cfg->flag != flag val) &&(node cfg->left != NULL» {f=onu = node cfg->st-noi -
t=l = node crg->left~>st no;
p~~ntf(lI\n-%d -----> %d-",froml,tol);
I?~l.ntf (It **** %d ", node_cfg->no in edges) i
1.: (node cfg->stmt == NULL) --
. printf (" NODE: %d - - - - - - ",node cfg->st no);
e.i.se - -
. _ printf (II NODE: %d %s ",node_cfg->st no,node cfg->stmt);
1.= (node cfg->start stmt != -1) --
printf(" **~",node_cfg->start_stmt)i
1.}f «node_cfg->flag != flag_val) &&(node cfg->right != NULL» {
fromr = node cfg->st no; -
tor = node c~g->right->st no;
printf (lI\n-%d -----> %d", franr, tor) ;
printf (" **** %d II, node cfg->no in edges) ;
if (node cfg->stmt == NULL) --
printf(1I NODE: %d - - - - - - lI,node_cfg->st_no);
printf (" NODE: %d %s It, node cfg- >st no, node cfg- >stmt) .
if (node cfg->start stmt != -1) - - - ,
printf (II **~",node_cfg->start_stmt) ;
}
node cfg->flag = flag val;
if (~roml <= tal) -
print_final_GSA(node_cfg->left,flag_val);
if (fromr <= tor)
print_final_GSA(node_cfg->right,flag_val);
















if (node c:g == NULL) return;
if (node=c:g->flag == flag_val) return;
if (node c:g->what stmt == 51) {
- 1riiitf(lI\n L = .TRUE") i
if (node c:g->what stmt == 52) {
- 1riiitf(lI\n L = .FALSE");
if (node_c:g->f-phi != NULL) {
else
else
if (node cfg->what stmt == 20)
print finar-..9anma (node cfg->fyhi,nod.e cfg) i
else if (node- cfg->what stmt ~ 5) -
print tinal mu(z1ode cfg->fyhi,node cfg);
else if (node- cfg->What strnt == 6) -
print tinal rnu{z1ode cfg->fyhi,node cfg) i
else if (node- cfg->What stmt == 211 -
print tinal eta [node cfg- >fyhi, node cfg) i
else if (node-="cfg->what_stmt == 12) \ -
1rint_switch_ganma(node_Cf9->f-phi,node_Cfg);
print-phis(node_cfg->f-phi);
if «node cfg->flag ! = flag val) && (node cfg->left ! = NULL») {
fiOml = node cfg- >st no; -
tol = node crg->left~>st no;
printf("\n-%d -----> %d-",froml,tol);
printf (II **** %d It ,node cfg->no in edges) ;
if (node cfg->stmt == NULL) --
printf (" NODE: %d - - - - - - II, node_cfg->st_no) ;
printf(" NODE: %d %5 ",node cfg->st no,node cfg->stmt);
if (node cfg->start stmt ! = -1) - - -
printf (II **~II ,node_cfg->start_stmt) ;
if ((node cfg->flag != flag val) &&(node cfg->right != NULL)) {
fromr = node cfg->stno; -
tor = node crg->righE->st no;
printf("\n-%d -----> %d ", fromr, tor) i
printf(" **** %d u,node cfg->no_in_edges);
if (node cfg->stmt == NOLL)
printf (" NODE: %d - - - - - - II ,node_cfg->st_no) ;
else
printf (" NODE: %d %s ",node_cfg->st_no,node_cfg->stmt) i
if (node cfg->start stmt != -1)
Printf (" **fall ,node cfg->start stmt);} . - -
node cfg->flag = flag val;
if (node cfg->what stmt == 8)
printf ("\n -Predicate %s is TRUE ", node_cfg- >stmt) ;
if (froml <= tol)
print_PDW(node_cfg->left,flag_val);
if (node cfg->what stmt == 8)
printf ("\n Predicate %s is FAlSE ", node_cfg- >stmt) ;





The order of the input/output listing is as follows:
testl.c - lhis fonns the input to the tool. This program accepts four variables and
perfonns some random operations on them.
outl - lhis fonns the output produced by the tool.
test2.c - lhis is another test data for the tool. This program illustrates the switch
statements used as an input.
out2 - This is the output of the test input test2.c.
test3.c - lhis is the third test data for the tool.
out3 - This is the output of the test input test3.c.
INPUT NO 1 : lESTI.c
#include <stdio.h>
main()
{ .. k 1lnt J., J, , ;
int hl,h2,h3,h4,h5;
scanf (n%d %d %d %d", &i, &j, &k, &1) ;
while (i<10) {
if (k == l){
j = i;





else k = k+2;
while(k < 10) {








OUTPur 1 : out1 - This is the output to the above C program which was given as input
to the tool. Each statement in testl.c is assigned a statement nwnber as it can be seen
below. Some ofthe nodes are the connecting or merge nodes, e.g., 2, 10, 12, and 13 (see
















The control flow graph as a linked list for the program testl.c follows. The numbers
represent the nodes corresponding to the statement numbers and -1 represents the START































The control flow graph as a tree-structured directed graph for the program testl.c follows.
The numbers represent the nodes corresponding to the statement numbers and -1























































































NODE: 2 - - - - - -
NODE: 3 i##1<10
NODE: 3 i##l<lO







NODE: 10 - - - -
NODE: 12 - - - -
NODE: 13 - - - -
NODE: 14 k##l<lO
NODE: 14 k##1<10




NODE: 18 - - - - - -
NODE: 19 1##4=1##3+34
NODE: 20 - - - - - -
NODE: 21 i##2=i##1+3
NODE: 22 k##2=k##1+2





The static single assignment fonn for the program testl.c
1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 i##1,j##l,k##l,l##1
2 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 2 - - - - - - **3
i##2 = PHI(i##l 1 l,i##3 3 21)
j##2 = PHI {j##1 1 1,j##4 4 12)
k##2 = PHI(k##l 1 1,k##4 4 22)
1##2 = PHI(l##l 1 1,1##6 6 14)
3 -----> 4 **** 2 NODE: 3 i##2<10
3 -----> 24 **** 2 NODE: 3 i##2<10
4 -----> 5 **** 1 NODE: 4 - - - - - - **3
5 -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 5 k##2==1##2
5 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 5 k##2==1##2
6 -----> 7 **** 1 NODE: 6 j##3=i##2
7 -----> 8 **** 1 NODE: 7 k##2==j##3
7 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 7 k##2==j##3
8 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 8 1##3=5
1##4 = PHI(1##3 3 8,1##10 10 9) _ _ **7
10 -----> 12 **** 2 NODE: 10 - - - -
'##4 = PHI(j##3 3 7,j##2 2 3)
k##3 = PHI(k##2 2 7,k##5 5 11)
1##5 = PHI(l##4 4 10,1##2 2 5)
12 -----> 13 **** 2 NODE: 12 - - - -
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 - - - -
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1##6 = PHI(1##5 5 12,1##9 9 19)
14 -----> 15 **** 2 NODE: 14 k##3<10
14 -----> 21 **** 2 NODE: 14 k##3<lO
15 -----> 16 **** 1 NODE: 15 - - - - **14
16 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 16 k##3==i##2
16 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 16 k##3==i##2
17 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 17 1##7=1##6+4
1##8 = PHI(l##6 6 14,1##7 7 17)
18 -----> 19 **** 2 NODE: 18 - - - - - - **16
19 -----> 20 **** 1 NODE: 19 1##9=1##8+34
20 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 20 - - - - - - **14
21 -----> 22 **** 1 NODE: 21 i##3=i##2+3
22 -----> 23 **** 1 NODE: 22 k##4=k##3+2
23 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 23 - - - - - - **3
9 -----> 10 **** 0 NODE: 9 1##10=6
11 -----> 12 **** 0 NODE: 11 k##5=k##2+2





1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 i##l,j##l,k##l,l##l
L = .TRUE





3 -----> 4 **** 2 NODE: 3 i##2<lO
3 -----> 24 **** 2 NODE: 3 i##2<lO
L = .FALSE
4 -----> 5 **** 1 NODE: 4 - - - - - - **3
5 -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 5 k##2==1##2
5 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 5 k##2==1##2
6 -----> 7 **** 1 NODE: 6 j##3=i##2
7 -----> 8 **** 1 NODE: 7 k##2==j##3
7 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 7 k##2==j##3
8 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 8 1##3=5
1##4 = GAMMA(7,1##3,1##10)




12 -----> 13 **** 2 NODE: 12
L = .TRUE
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 -
1##6 = MU.L(14, 1##5, 1##9)
14 -----> 15 **** 2 NODE: 14 k##3<10
14 -----> 21 **** 2 NODE: 14 k##3<10
L = .FAISE
15 -----> 16 **** 1 NODE: 15 - - - -
16 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 16 k##3==i##2
16 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 16 k##3==i##2
17 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 17 1##7=1##6+4
1##8 = GAMMA(16,1##6,1##7)
18 -----> 19 **** 2 NODE: 18 - - - - - - **16
19 -----> 20 **** 1 NODE: 19 1##9=1##8+34
1##6 = ETA.T(14,1##9)
20 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 20 - - - - - - **14
21 -----> 22 **** 1 NODE: 21 i##3=i##2+3





23 -----> 3 **** 1
9 -----> 10 **** 0
11 -----> 12 **** a




The program dependence web for the program testl.c
1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 i##1,j##1,k##l,l##1
L = .'!RUE





3 -----> 4 **** 2 NODE: 3 i##2<lO
3 -----> 24 **** 2 NODE: 3 i##2<10
L = .FALSE
4 -----> 5 **** 1 NODE: 4 - - - - - - **3
5 -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 5 k##2==1##2
5 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 5 k##2==1##2
Predicate k##2==1##2 is TRUE
6 -----> 7 **** 1 NODE: 6 j##3=i##2
7 -----> 8 **** 1 NODE: 7 k##2==j##3
7 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 7 k##2==j##3
Predicate k##2==j##3 is TRUE
8 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 8 1##3=5
1##4 = GAMMA (7, 1##3, 1##10)




12 -----> 13 **** 2 NODE: 12 - **5
L = .'!RUE
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 **14
1##6 = MU.L(14, 1##5, 1##9)
14 -----> 15 **** 2 NODE: 14 k##3<10
14 -----> 21 **** 2 NODE: 14 k##3<10
L = .FALSE
15 -----> 16 **** 1 NODE: 15 - - - - **14
16 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 16 k##3==i##2
16 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 16 k##3==i##2
Predicate k##3==i##2 is TRUE
17 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 17 1##7=1##6+4
1##8 = GAMMA(16,1##6,1##7)
18 -----> 19 **** 2 NODE: 18 - - - - - - **16
19 -----> 20 **** 1 NODE: 19 1##9=1##8+34
1##6 = ETA.T(14,1##9)
20 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 20 - - - - - - **14
Predicate k##3==i##2 is FALSE
21 -----> 22 **** 1 NODE: 21 i##3=i##2+3





23 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 23 - - - - **3
Predicate k##2==j##3 is FALSE
9 -----> 10 **** 0 NODE: 9 1##10=6
Predicate k##2==1##2 is FALSE
11 -----> 12 **** 0 NODE: 11 k##5=k##2+2
100









scanf("%d %d %d %d",&i,&j,&k,&l);
while (i<10) {
for (k=O;k<lOjk++)
hI = hl + 10i






h4 = (h2 + bJ) / hI;
break;
case 1 :
h4 = (k + h2) / hI;
break;
case 2 :
h4 = (i + k) / h1;
break;
case 3 :
scanf("%d %d %d %d",&i,&j,&k,&l);
while (i<10) {
if (k == 1) {
j = i;




else k = k+2;
while{k < 10) {
if (k == i) 1 = 1+4;
1= i+3;








brintf ("%d %d %d", i, j ,h4) ;
III
OUIPur 2 : out2 - This is the output to the above C program which was given as
input to the tool.













19 j##2 == 0
20 h4##2=(h2##3+h3##3)/hl##3
21 Each case Merge Node
22 j##2 == 1
23 h4##2=(k##4+h2##3}/hl##3
24 Each case Merge Node
25 j##2 == 2
26 h4##2=(i##2+k##4)/hl##3
27 Each case Me~e Node





























































































The control flow graph for the program test2.c





























































































































































































NODE: 5 - - - - - -
NODE: 6 i##l<lO
NODE: 6 i##1<10
NODE: 7 - - - - - -
NODE: 8 k##2=O
NODE: 9 - - - - - -
NODE: 10 k##2<lO
NODE: 10 k##2<lO
NODE: 11 - - - -
NODE: 12 hl##2=h1##1+10
NODE: 13 k##3=k##2+1








NODE: 21 - - - - - -
NODE: 54 - - - - - -
NODE: 55 i##2=i##1+5












NODE: 30 - - - -
NODE: 31 i##3<10
NODE: 31 i##3<10







NODE: 38 - - - - - -
NODE: 40 - - - -
NODE: 41 - - - - - -
NODE: 42 k##4<lO
NODE: 42 k##4<10




NODE: 46 - - - - - -
NODE: 47 - - - - - -
NODE: 48 i##4=i##3+3
NODE: 49 - - - - - -
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37 -----> 38 **** 0 NODE: 37 1##5=6
39 -----> 40 **** a NODE: 39 k##5=k##4+2
50 -----> 51 **** 1 NODE: 50 h4##4={i##3*k##4+h2##2+h3##1}/hl##1
51 -----> 54 **** 1 NODE: 51 - - - - - -
52 -----> 53 **** 1 NODE: 52
53
- - - - - ------> 54 **** 1 NODE: 53 h4##5=10000
17 -----> 18 **** 0 NODE: 17 h3##2=500
57 -----> 58 **** 1 NODE: 57 i##l,j##1,h4##O
The static single assignment fonn for the program test2.c
1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 hl##1=10
2 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 2 h2##1=O
3 -----> 4 **** 1 NODE: 3 h3##l=O
4 -----> 5 **** 1 NODE: 4 i##l,j##l,k##l,l##l
5 -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 5 - - - - - - **6
h2##2 = PHI(h2##l 1 2,h2##4 4 20)
i##2 = PHI(i##l 1 4,i##4 4 55)
k##2 = PHI (k##1 1 4,k##6 6 54)
h1##2 = PHI(hl##l 1 1,hl##3 3 20}
h3##2 = PHI(h3##l 1 3,h3##3 3 20)
h4##1 = PHI(h4##O 0 O,h4##3 3 54)
j##2 = PHI(j##l 1 4,j##3 3 54)
1##2 = PHI(l##l 1 4,1##3 3 54)
6 -----> 7 **** 2 NODE: 6 i##2<10
6 -----> 57 **** 2 NODE: 6 i##2<lO
7 -----> 8 **** 1 NODE: 7 - - - - - - **6
8 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 8 k##3=O **10
9 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 9 - - - - - - **10
hl##3 = PHI(hl##2 2 6,hl##4 4 12)
k##4 = PHI(k##3 3 8,k##5 5 13)
10 -----> 11 **** 2 NODE: 10 k##4<10
10 -----> 15 **** 2 NODE: 10 k##4<10
11 -----> 12 **** 1 NODE: 11 - - - - **10
12 -----> 13 **** 1 NODE: 12 hl##4=h1##3+10
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 k##5=k##4+1 **11
14 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 14 - - - - - - **11
15 -----> 16 **** 1 NODE: 15 h1##3>100
15 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 15 h1##3>lOO
16 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 16 h2##3=lOOO
h2##4 = PHI(h2##3 3 16,h2##2 2 6)
h3##3 = PHI(h3##2 2 6,h3##4 4 17}
18 -----> 19 **** 2 NODE: 18 - - - - - - **15
19 -----> 20 **** 1 NODE: 19 j##2==O
19 -----> 22 **** 1 NODE: 19 j##2==O
20 -----> 21 **** 1 NODE: 20 h4##2=(h2##4+h3##3)/hl##3
21 -----> 54 **** 1 NODE: 21 - - - - - - **19
h4##3 = PHI(h4##2 2 20,h4##4 4 23,h4##5 5 26,h4##6 6 SO,h4##7 7 53)
i##3 = PHI(i##2 2 6,i##2 2 6,i##2 2 26,i##6 6 SO,i##2 2 6)
j##3 = PHI(j##2 2 19,j##2 2 22,j##2 2 25,j##5 5 31,j##2 2 28)
k##6 = PHI (k##4 4 10,k##4 4 23,k##4 4 26,k##8 8 50,k##4 4 10)
1##3 = PHI(1##2 2 6,1##2 2 6,1##2 2 6,1##5 5 31,1##2 2 6}
54 -----> 55 **** 5 NODE: 54 - - - - - - **19
55 -----> 56 **** 1 NODE: 55 i##4=i##3+5
56 -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 56 - - - - - - **6
22 -----> 23 **** 1 NODE: 22 j##2==1
22 -----> 25 **** 1 NODE: 22 j##2==1
23 -----> 24 **** 1 NODE: 23 h4##4=(k##4+h2##4)/hl##3
24 -----> 54 **** 1 NODE: 24 - - - - - - **22
25 -----> 26 **** 1 NODE: 25 j##2==2
25 -----> 28 **** 1 NODE: 25 j##2==2
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26 -----> 27 **** 1 NODE: 26 h4##5=(i##2+k##4)/hl##3
27 -----> 54 **** 1 NODE: 27 - - - - - - **25
28 -----> 29 **** 1 NODE: 28 j##2==3
28 -----> 52 **** 1 NODE: 28 j##2==3
29 -----> 30 **** 1 NODE: 29 1##5,j##4,k##7,1##4
~O -----> 31 **** 1 NODE: 30 - - - - - - **31
~##6 = PHI(i##5 5 29,i##7 7 48)
j##5 = PHI(j##4 4 29,j##7 7 40)
1##5 = PHI(1##4 4 29,1##9 9 42)
k##8 = PHI(k##7 7 29,k##9 9 42)
31 -----> 32 **** 2 NODE: 31 i##6<lO
31 -----> 50 **** 2 NODE: 31 i##6<10
32 -----> 33 **** 1 NODE: 32 - - - - **31
33 -----> 34 **** 1 NODE: 33 k##8==1##5
33 -----> 39 **** 1 NODE: 33 k##8==1##5
34 -----> 35 **** 1 NODE: 34 j##6=i##6
3S -----> 36 **** 1 NODE: 35 k##8==j##6
35 -----> 37 **** 1 NODE: 35 k##8==j##6
36 -----> 38 **** 1 NODE: 36 1##6=5
1##7 = PHI(l##6 6 36,1##12 12 37)
38 -----> 40 **** 2 NODE: 38 - - - - - - **35
j##7 = PHI(j##6 6 35,j##5 5 31)
k##9 = PHI(k##8 8 35,k##10 10 39)
1##8 = PHI{1##7 7 38,1##5 5 33)
40 -----> 41 **** 2 NODE: 40 - - - - - - **33
41 -----> 42 **** 1 NODE: 41 - - - - **42
1##9 = PHI(l##8 8 40,1##11 11 46)
42 -----> 43 **** 2 NODE: 42 k##9<10
42 -----> 48 **** 2 NODE: 42 k##9<10
43 -----> 44 **** 1 NODE: 43 - - - - **42
44 -----> 45 **** 1 NODE: 44 k##9==i##6
44 -----> 46 **** 1 NODE: 44 k##9==i##6
45 -----> 46 **** 1 NODE: 45 1##10=1##9+4
1##11 = PHI(1##9 9 42,1##10 10 45)
46 -----> 47 **** 2 NODE: 46 - - - - - - **44
47 -----> 42 **** 1 NODE: 47 - - - - - - **42
48 -----> 49 **** 1 NODE: 48 i##7=i##6+3
49 -----> 31 **** 1 NODE: 49 - - - - - - **31
37 -----> 38 **** 0 NODE: 37 1##12=6
39 -----> 40 **** 0 NODE: 39 k##10=k##8+2
50 -----> 51 **** 1 NODE: 50 h4##6=(i##6*k##8+h2##4+h3##3)/hl##3
51 -----> 54 **** 1 NODE: Sl - - - - - - **28
52 -----> S3 **** 1 NODE: 52 - - - - - -
53 -----> S4 **** 1 NODE: S3 h4##7=10000
17 -----> 18 **** 0 NODE: 17 h3##4=SOO
57 -----> 58 **** 1 NODE: 57 i##2,j##2,h4##1
The gated single assignment fonn for the program test2.c
1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 h1##1=10
2 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 2 h2##l=O
3 -----> 4 **** 1 NODE: 3 h3##l=O
4 -----> 5 **** 1 NODE: 4 i##l,j##1,k##l,l##1
L = .TRUE





















6 -----> 7 **** 2 NODE: 6 i##2<10
6 -----> 57 **** 2 NODE- 6 "##2 10
L = .FALSE · 1. <
7 -----> 8 **** 1 NODE: 7 - - - - - - **6
8 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 8 k##3=O **10
L = .TRUE
9 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 9 - - - - - - **10
~##3 = MU.L(lO,hl##2,hl##4)
k##4 = MU. L (10, k##3, k##5)
10 -----> 11 **** 2 NODE: 10 k##4<10
10 -----> 15 **** 2 NODE: 10 k##4<10
L = .FAlSE
11 -----> 12 **** 1 NODE: 11 - - - - - - **10
12 -----> 13 **** 1 NODE: 12 hl##4=hl##3+10
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 k##5=k##4+1 **11
hl##3 = ETA.T(11,hl##4)
k##4 = ETA. T (11, k##5)
14 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 14 - - - - - - **11
lS -----> 16 **** 1 NODE: 15 h1##3>100
15 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 15 hl##3>100
16 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 16 h2##3=1000
112##4 = GAMMA (15 , h2##3 , h2##2 )
h3##3 = GAMMA(15,h3##2,h3##4)
18 -----> 19 **** 2 NODE: 18 - - - - - - **15
19 -----> 20 **** 1 NODE: 19 j##2==O
19 -----> 22 **** 1 NODE: 19 j##2==O
20 -----> 21 **** 1 NODE: 20 h4##2=(h2##4+h3##3)/hl##3
21 -----> 54 **** 1 NODE: 21 - - - - - - **19
h4##3 = GAMMA{19,h4##2, GAMMA(22,h4##4, GAMMA(25,h4##5,
~(28,h4##6,h4##7))) )
i##3 = GAMMA(19,i##2, GAMMA(22,i##2, GAMMA(25,i##2,
GAMMA(28,i##6,i##2})))
j##3 = GAMMA(19,j##2, GAMMA(22,j##2, GAMMA(25,j##2,
GAMMA(28,j##5,j##2))))
k##6 = GAMMA (19, k##4, GAIVJMA (22, k##4, GAMMA (25 , k##4,
GAMVJA(28,k##8,k##4) ) ))
1##3 = GAMMA(19,l##2, GAMMA (22 , 1##2, GAMMA(25,l##2,
GAMMA(28,1##5,1##2)))}
54 -----> 55 **** 5 NODE: 54 - - - - - - **19









56 -----> 6 **** 1
22 -----> 23 **** 1
22 -----> 25 **** 1
23 -----> 24 **** 1
24 -----> 54 **** 1
25 -----> 26 **** 1
25 -----> 28 **** 1
26 -----> 27 **** 1
27 -----> 54 **** 1
28 -----> 29 **** 1
28 -----> 52 **** 1
29 -----> 30 **** 1
L = .TRUE 3




40 - - - - - - **33
41 - - - **42
42 k##9<lO
42 k##9<lO




46 - - - - - - **44
47 - - - - - - **42
48 i##7=i##6+3




51 - - - - - - **28
















31 -----> 32 **** 2 NODE: 31 i##6<10
31 -----> 50 **** 2 NODE: 31 i##6<10
L = .FALSE
32 -----> 33 **** 1 NODE: 32 - - - -
33 -----> 34 **** 1 NODE: 33 k##8==1##5
33 -----> 39 **** 1 NODE: 33 k##8==1##5
34 -----> 35 **** 1 NODE: 34 j##6=i##6
35 -----> 36 **** 1 NODE: 35 k##8==j##6
35 -----> 37 **** 1 NODE: 35 k##8==j##6
36 -----> 38 **** 1 NODE: 36 1##6=5
1##7 = GAMMA(35, 1##6, 1##12)




40 -----> 41 **** 2 NODE:
L = .TRUE
41 -----> 42 **** 1 NODE:
1##9 = MU.L(42,1##8,1##11)
42 -----> 43 **** 2 NODE:
42 -----> 48 **** 2 NODE:
L = .FALSE
43 -----> 44 **** 1 NODE:
44 -----> 45 **** 1 NODE:
44 -----> 46 **** 1 NODE:
45 -----> 46 **** 1 NODE:
1##11 = GAMMA(44,1##9,1##lO)
46 -----> 47 **** 2 NODE:
1##9 = ETA.T(42,1##11)
47 -----> 42 **** 1 NODE:





49 -----> 31 **** 1
37 -----> 38 **** a
39 -----> 40 **** 0
50 -----> 51 **** 1
51 -----> 54 **** 1
52 -----> 53 **** 1
53 -----> 54 **** 1
17 -----> 18 **** a
57 -----> 58 **** 1
**31
**35
The program dependence web for the program test2.c
1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 hl##l=lO
2 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 2 h2##l=O
3 -----> 4 **** 1 NODE: 3 h3##l=O
4 -----> 5 **** 1 NODE: 4 i##l,j##l,k##l,l##l
L = .TRUE





















6 -----> 7 **** 2 NODE: 6 i##2<lO
6 -----> 57 **** 2 NODE: 6 i##2 10
L = .FALSE <
7 -----> 8 **** 1 NODE: 7 - - - - - - **6
8 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 8 k##3=O **10
L = .TRUE
9 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 9 - - - - - - **10
hl##3 = MU.L(10,h1##2,hl##4)
k##4 = MU.L(lO,k##3,k##5)
10 -----> 11 **** 2 NODE: 10 k##4<lO
10 -----> 15 **** 2 NODE: 10 k##4<10
L = .FALSE
11 -----> 12 **** 1 NODE: 11 - - - - - - **10
12 -----> 13 **** 1 NODE: 12 hl##4=hl##3+10
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 k##5=k##4+1 **11
hl##3 = ETA.T(ll,hl##4}
k##4 = ETA.T(11,k##5)
14 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 14 - - - - - - **11
15 -----> 16 **** 1 NODE: 15 hl##3>100
15 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 15 hl##3>100
Predicate hl##3>lOO is TRUE
16 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 16 h2##3=lOOO
h2##4 = GAMMA(15,h2##3,h2##2)
h3##3 = GAMMA(15,h3##2,h3##4}
18 -----> 19 **** 2 NODE: 18 - - - - - - **15
19 -----> 20 **** 1 NODE: 19 j##2==O
19 -----> 22 **** 1 NODE: 19 j##2==O
20 -----> 21 **** 1 NODE: 20 h4##2={h2##4+h3##3)/h1##3
21 -----> 54 **** 1 NODE: 21 - - - - - - **19
h4##3 = GAMMA(19,h4##2, GAMMA(22,h4##4, GAMMA(25,h4##5,
GAMMA(28,h4##6,h4##7))))
i##3 = GAMMA(19,i##2, GAMMA(22,i##2, GAMMA(25,i##2,
GAMMA(28,i##6,i##2})))
j##3 = GAMMA(19,j##2, GAMMA(22,j##2, GAMMA(25,j##2,
GAMMA(28,j##5,j##2»))
k##6 = GAMMA(19,k##4, GAMMA(22,k##4, GAMMA (25, k##4 ,
GAMMA(28,k##8,k##4))))
1##3 = GAMMA(19,1##2, GAMMA(22,1##2, GAMMA (25, 1##2,
GAMMA(28,1##5,1##2}))
54 -----> 55 **** 5 NODE: 54 - - - - - - **19









56 -----> 6 **** 1
22 -----> 23 **** 1
22 -----> 25 **** 1
23 -----> 24 **** 1
24 -----> 54 **** 1
25 -----> 26 **** 1
25 -----> 28 **** 1
26 -----> 27 **** 1
27 -----> 54 **** 1
28 -----> 29 **** 1
28 -----> 52 **** 1







51 - - - - - - **28

























30 -----> 31 **** 1 NODE· 30 - - - _




31 -----> 32 **** 2 NODE: 31 i##6<10
31 -----> 50 **** 2 NODE: 31 i##6<lO
L = .FAlSE
32 -----> 33 **** 1 NODE: 32 - - - -
33 -----> 34 **** 1 NODE: 33 k##8==1##5
33 -----> 39 **** 1 NODE: 33 k##8==1##5
Predicate k##8==1##5 is TRUE
34 -----> 35 **** 1 NODE: 34 j##6=i##6
35 -----> 36 **** 1 NODE: 35 k##8==j##6
35 -----> 37 **** 1 NODE: 35 k##8==j##6
Predicate k##8==j##6 is TRUE
36 -----> 38 **** 1 NODE: 36 1##6=5
1##7 = GAMMA(35,1##6,l##12)




40 -----> 41 **** 2 NODE: 40 - - - - - -
L = .TRUE
41 -----> 42 **** 1 NODE: 41 - -
1##9 = MU.L(42,l##8,1##11)
42 -----> 43 **** 2 NODE: 42 k##9<10
42 -----> 48 **** 2 NODE: 42 k##9<10
L = .FALSE
43 -----> 44 **** 1 NODE: 43 - - - -
44 -----> 45 **** 1 NODE: 44 k##9==i##6
44 -----> 46 **** 1 NODE: 44 k##9==i##6
Predicate k##9==i##6 is TRUE
45 -----> 46 **** 1 NODE: 45 1##10=1##9+4
1##11 = GAMMA(44,l##9,l##10)
46 -----> 47 **** 2 NODE: 46 - - -
1##9 = ETA.T(42,l##11)
47 -----> 42 **** 1 NODE: 47 -
Predicate k##9==i##6 is FALSE





49 -----> 31 **** 1
Predicate k##8==j##6 is
37 -----> 38 **** 0
Predicate k##8==1##5 is
39 -----> 40 **** 0
50 -----> 51 **** 1
51 -----> 54 **** 1
52 -----> 53 **** 1
53 -----> 54 **** 1
Predicate hl##3>100 is
17 -----> 18 **** 0











scanf("%d %d %d %d",&i,&j,&k,&1) i
while (i<IO) {
for(k=Oik<lO;k++)
hI = hI + 10;






h4 = (112 + h3) / hI;
break;
case I :
h4 = (k + 112) / hI;
break;
case 2 :










scanf ("%d %d %d %d" I &i, &j I &k, &1) i
while (i<IO) { {
if (k == 1)
j = i;




else k = k+2;
while(k < 10) {
if (k == i) 1 = 1+4;
1= i+3;









OUfPUT 3: out3 - The following is the output to the above C program which was














20 j##2 == 0
21 h4##3=(h2##3+h3##3)/hl##3
22 Each case Merge Node
23 j##2 == 1
24 h4##4=(k##4+h2##3)/hl##3
25 Each case Merge Node














49 Each case Merge Node































































































61 --- .... -.- 62
55 ------ 61
62 --.------ 63




































































































NODE: 6 - - - - - -
NODE: 7 i##1<10
NODE: 7 i##1<10
NODE: 8 - - - - - -
NODE: 9 k##2=O
NODE: 10 - - - -
NODE: 11 k##2<10
NODE: 11 k##2<10
NODE: 12 - - - -
NODE: 13 hl##2=hl##1+10
NODE: 14 k##3=k##2+1









22 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 22 - - - - - -76 -----> 77 **** 5 NODE: 76 - - - - - -77 -----> 78 **** 1 NODE: 77 i##2=i##1+S
78 -----> 7 **** 1 NODE: 78 - - - - - -23 -----> 24 **** 1 NODE: 23 j##l==l23 -----> 26 **** 1 NODE: 23 j##l==l
24 -----> 25 **** 1 NODE: 24 h4##3=(k##2+h2##2)/hl##1
25 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 25 - - - - - -
26 -----> 27 **** 1 NODE: 26 j##1==2
26 -----> 50 **** 1 NODE: 26 j##1==2
27 -----> 28 **** 1 NODE: 27 h4##4=(i##1+k##2)/hl##1
28 -----> 29 **** 1 NODE: 28 i##3=O
29 -----> 30 **** 1 NODE: 29 - - - -
30 -----> 31 **** 2 NODE: 30 i##3<lO
30 -----> 49 **** 2 NODE: 30 i##3<10
31 -----> 32 **** 1 NODE: 31 - - - -
32 -----> 33 **** 1 NODE: 32 j##2=O
33 -----> 34 **** 1 NODE: 33 - - - - - -
34 -----> 35 **** 2 NODE: 34 j##2<lO
34 -----> 47 **** 2 NODE: 34 j##2<lO
35 -----> 36 **** 1 NODE: 35 - - - -
36 -----> 37 **** 1 NODE: 36 k##4=O
37 -----> 38 **** 1 NODE: 37 - - - -
38 -----> 39 **** 2 NODE: 38 k##4<19
38 -----> 45 **** 2 NODE: 38 k##4<19
39 -----> 40 **** 1 NODE: 39 - - - -
40 -----> 41 **** 1 NODE: 40 h1##3=i##3+j##2
41 -----> 42 **** 1 NODE: 41 h2##3=k##4+j##2
42 -----> 43 **** 1 NODE: 42 h3##2=k##4*j##2*i##3
43 -----> 44 **** 1 NODE: 43 k##5=k##4+1
44 -----> 38 **** 1 NODE: 44 - - - - - -
45 -----> 46 **** 1 NODE: 45 j##3=j##2+1
46 -----> 34 **** 1 NODE: 46 - - - - - -
47 -----> 48 **** 1 NODE: 47 i##4=i##3+1
48 -----> 30 **** 1 NODE: 48 - - - -
49 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 49 - - - - - -
50 -----> 51 **** 1 NODE: 50 j##1==3
50 -----> 74 **** 1 NODE: 50 j##1==3
51 -----> 52 **** 1 NODE: 51 1##5,j##4,k##6,1##2
52 -----> 53 **** 1 NODE: 52 - - - -
53 -----> 54 **** 2 NODE: 53 i##S<lO
53 -----> 72 **** 2 NODE: 53 i##S<10
54 -----> 55 **** 1 NODE: 54 - - - -
55 -----> 56 **** 1 NODE: 55 k##6==1##2
55 -----> 61 **** 1 NODE: 55 k##6==1##2
56 -----> 57 **** 1 NODE: 56 j##5=i##5
57 -----> 58 **** 1 NODE: 57 k##6==j##5
57 -----> 59 **** 1 NODE: 57 k##6==j##5
58 -----> 60 **** 1 NODE: 58 1##3=5
60 -----> 62 **** 2 NODE: 60 - - - -
62 -----> 63 **** 2 NODE: 62 - - - -
63 -----> 64 **** 1 NODE: 63 - - - - - -
64 -----> 65 **** 2 NODE: 64 k##6<10
64 -----> 70 **** 2 NODE: 64 k##6<10
65 -----> 66 **** 1 NODE: 65 - - - -
66 -----> 67 **** 1 NODE: 66 k##6==i##5
66 -----> 68 **** 1 NODE: 66 k##6==i##5
67 -----> 68 **** 1 NODE: 67 1##4=1##3+4
68 69 **** 2 NODE: 68 - - - - - ------>
69 64 **** 1 NODE: 69 - - - - - ------>
70 -----> 71 **** 1 NODE: 70 i##6=i##5+3
71 53 **** 1 NODE: 71 - - - - - ------>
59 -----> 60 **** 0 NODE: 59 1##5=6
61 -----> 62 **** 0 NODE: 61 k##7=k##6+2
72 -----> 73 **** 1 NODE: 72 h4##5={i##5*k##6+h2##2+h3##1}/hl##1
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73 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 73
74
- - - - - ------> 75 **** 1 NODE: 74
75 - - - - - ------> 76 **** 1 NODE: 75 h4##6=lOOOO18 -----> 19 **** 0 NODE: 18 h3##3=500
79 -----> 80 **** 1 NODE: 79 i##1,j##1,h4##1
The static single assignment fonn for the program test3.c
1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 h1##l=lO
2 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 2 h2##l=O
3 -----> 4 **** 1 NODE: 3 h3##l=O
4 -----> 5 **** 1 NODE: 4 h4##1=O
~ -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 5 i##l,j##l,k##l,l##l
-----> 7 **** 1 NODE: 6 - - - - - - **7
h2##2 = PHI (h2##l 1 2,h2##5 5 76)
h4##2 = PHI(h4##1 1 4,h4##4 4 76)
i##2 = PHI (i##l 1 S,i##4 4 77)
k##2 = PHI (k##l 1 5,k##6 6 76)
hl##2 = PHI(hl##l 1 1,hl##5 5 76)
h3##2 = PHI (h3##1 1 3, h3##4 4 76)
j##2 = PHI(j##l 1 5,j##3 3 76)
1##2 = PHI(l##l 1 5,1##3 3 76)
7 -----> 8 **** 2 NODE: 7 i##2<lO
7 -----> 79 **** 2 NODE: 7 i##2<lO
8 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 8 - - - - - - **7
9 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 9 k##3=O **11
10 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 10 - - - - **11
h1##3 = PHI(hl##2 2 7,hl##4 4 13)
k##4 = PHI(k##3 3 9,k##5 5 14)
11 -----> 12 **** 2 NODE: 11 k##4<10
11 -----> 16 **** 2 NODE: 11 k##4<10
12 -----> 13 **** 1 NODE: 12 - - - - **11
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 hl##4=hl##3+10
14 -----> 15 **** 1 NODE: 14 k##5=k##4+1 **12
15 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 15 - - - - - - **12
16 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 16 hl##3>100
16 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 16 hl##3>100
17 -----> 19 **** 1 NODE: 17 h2##3=lOOO
h2##4 = PHI(h2##3 3 17,h2##2 2 7)
h3##3 = PHI (h3##2 2 7,h3##9 9 18)
19 -----> 20 **** 2 NODE: 19 - - - - - - **16
20 -----> 21 **** 1 NODE: 20 j##2==O
20 -----> 23 **** 1 NODE: 20 j##2==0 .
21 -----> 22 **** 1 NODE: 21 h4##3=(h2##4+h3##3)/hl##3
22 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 22 - - - - - - **20
h4##4 = PHI(h4##3 3 21,h4##5 5 24,h4##6 6 27,h4##7 7 72,h4##8 8 75)
i##3 = PHI(i##2 2 7,i##2 2 7,i##6 6 30,i##9 9 72,i##2 2 7)
j##3 = PHI(j##2 2 20,j##2 2 23,j##4 4 30,j##9 9 53,j##2 2 50)
k##6 = PHI(k##4 4 11,k##4 4 24,k##7 7 30,k##13 13 72,k##4 4 11)
1##3 = PHI(1##2 2 7,1##2 2 7,1##2 2 7,1##5 5 53,1##2 2 7)
hl##5 = PHI(hl##3 3 21,hl##3 3 24,hl##6 6 30,~##3 3 72,h1##3 3 16)
h2##5 = PHI (h2##4 4 21,h2##4 4 24,h2##6 6 30,h2##4 4 72,h2##4 4 19)
h3##4 = PHI(h3##3 3 21,h3##3 3 19,h3##5 5 30,h3##3 3 72,h3##3 3 19}
76 -----> 77 **** 5 NODE: 76 - - - - - - **20
77 -----> 78 **** 1 NODE: 77 i##4=i##3+5
78 -----> 7 **** 1 NODE: 78 - - - - - - **7
23 -----> 24 **** 1 NODE: 23 j##2==1
23 -----> 26 **** 1 NODE: 23 j##2==1
24 -----> 25 **** 1 NODE: 24 h4##5=(k##4+h2##4)/hl##3
25 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 25 - - - - - - **23
26 -----> 27 **** 1 NODE: 26 j##2==2
26 -----> 50 **** 1 NODE: 26 j##2==2









28 -----> 29 **** 1 NODE: 28 i##5=O **30
~9 -----> 30 **** 1 NODE: 29 -
1##6 = PHI{i##5 5 28,i##7 7 47)
j##4 = PHI(j##2 2 26,j##6 6 34)
h1##6 = PHI(h1##3 3 27,hl##7 7 34)
h2##6 = PHI(h2##4 4 19,112##7 7 34)
h3##5 = PHI(h3##3 3 19,h3##6 6 34)
k##7 = PHI(k##4 4 27,k##8 8 34)
30 -----> 31 **** 2 NODE: 30 i##6<10
30 -----> 49 **** 2 NODE: 30 i##6<10
31 -----> 32 **** 1 NODE: 31 - - - - **30
32 -----> 33 **** 1 NODE: 32 j##5=0 **34
~3 -----> 34 **** 1 NODE: 33 - - - -
J##6 = PHI(j##5 5 32,j##7 7 45)
k##8 = PHI(k##7 7 30,k##10 10 38)
hl##7 = PHI{h1##6 6 30,hl##8 8 38)
h2##7 = PHI (112##6 6 30,112##8 8 38)
h3##6 = PHI(h3##5 5 30,h3##7 7 38)
34 -----> 35 **** 2 NODE: 34 j##6<10
34 -----> 47 **** 2 NODE: 34 j##6<10
35 -----> 36 **** 1 NODE: 35 - - - -
36 -----> 37 **** 1 NODE: 36 k##9=0 **38
37 -----> 38 **** 1 NODE: 37 -
hl##8 = PHI(hl##7 7 34,hl##9 9 40)
h2##8 = PHI(112##7 7 34,112##9 9 41)
h3##7 = PHI(h3##6 6 34,h3##8 8 42)
k##lO = PHI(k##9 9 36,k##11 11 43)
38 -----> 39 **** 2 NODE: 38 k##10<19
38 -----> 45 **** 2 NODE: 38 k##10<19
39 -----> 40 **** 1 NODE: 39 - - - - - - **38
40 -----> 41 **** 1 NODE: 40 hl##9=i##6+j##6
41 -----> 42 **** 1 NODE: 41 112##9=k##10+j##6
42 -----> 43 **** 1 NODE: 42 h3##8=k##10*j##6*i##6
43 -----> 44 **** 1 NODE: 43 k##11=k##10+1 **39
44 -----> 38 **** 1 NODE: 44 - - - - - - **39
45 -----> 46 **** 1 NODE: 45 j##7=j##6+1 **35
46 -----> 34 **** 1 NODE: 46 - - - - - - **35
47 -----> 48 **** 1 NODE: 47 i##7=i##6+1 **31
48 -----> 30 **** 1 NODE: 48 - - - - **31
49 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 49 - - - - - - **26
50 -----> 51 **** 1 NODE: 50 j##2==3
50 -----> 74 **** 1 NODE: 50 j##2==3
51 -----> 52 **** 1 NODE: 51 1##8,j##8,k##12,1##4
52 -----> 53 **** 1 NODE: 52 - - - - - - **53
i##9 = PHI(i##8 8 51,i##lO 10 70)
j##9 = PHI (j##8 8 51,j##11 11 62)
1##5 = PHI(1##4 4 51,1##9 9 64)
k##13 = PHI (k##12 12 Sl,k##14 14 64)
53 -----> 54 **** 2 NODE: 53 i##9<10
53 -----> 72 **** 2 NODE: 53 i##9<10
54 -----> 55 **** 1 NODE: 54 - - - -
55 -----> 56 **** 1 NODE: 55 k##13==1##5
55 -----> 61 **** 1 NODE: 55 k##13==1##5
56 -----> 57 **** 1 NODE: 56 j##10=i##9
57 -----> 58 **** 1 NODE: 57 k##13==j##10
57 -----> 59 **** 1 NODE: 57 k##13==j##10
58 -----> 60 **** 1 NODE: 58 1##6=5
1##7 = PHI(1##6 6 58,1##12 12 59)
60 -----> 62 **** 2 NODE: 60 - - - - - - **57
1##11 = PHI(j##10 10 57,j##9 9 53)
~##14 = PHI(k##13 13 57,k##15 15 61)
1##8 = PHI(1##7 7 60,1##5 5 55)
62 -----> 63 **** 2 NODE: 62 -
63 -----> 64 **** 1 NODE: 63




64 -----> 65 **** 2 NODE: 64 k##14<10
64 -----> 70 **** 2 NODE: 64 k##14<lO
65 -----> 66 **** 1 NODE: 65 - - - - - - **64
66 -----> 67 **** 1 NODE: 66 k##14==i##9
66 -----> 68 **** 1 NODE: 66 k##14==i##9
67 -----> 68 **** 1 NODE: 67 1##10=1##9+4
1##11 = PHI(l##9 9 64,1##10 10 67)
68 -----> 69 **** 2 NODE: 68 - - - - - - **66
69 -----> 64 **** 1 NODE: 69 - - - - - - **64
70 -----> 71 **** 1 NODE: 70 i##10=i##9+3
71 -----> 53 **** 1 NODE: 71 - - - - - - **53
59 -----> 60 **** a NODE: 59 1##12=6
61 -----> 62 **** a NODE: 61 k##15=k##13+2
72 -----> 73 **** 1 NODE: 72 h4##7=(i##9*k##13+h2##4+h3##3)/hl##3
73 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 73 - - - - - - **50
74 -----> 75 **** 1 NODE: 74 - - - - - -
75 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 75 h4##8=10000
18 -----> 19 **** 0 NODE: 18 h3##9=500
79 -----> 80 **** 1 NODE: 79 i##2,j##2,h4##2
The gated single assignment tonn for the program test3.c
1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 hl##l=lO
2 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 2 h2##l=O
3 -----> 4 **** 1 NODE: 3 h3##l=O
4 -----> 5 **** 1 NODE: 4 h4##1=O
5 -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 5 i##l,j##l,k##l,l##l
L = .'!RUE









7 -----> 8 **** 2 NODE: 7 i##2<lO
7 -----> 79 **** 2 NODE: 7 i##2<10
L = .FALSE
8 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 8 - - - - - - **7
9 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 9 k##3=O **11
L = .'!RUE
10 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 10 - - - -
h1##3 = MU.L(11,hl##2,hl##4)
k##4 = MU.L(11,k##3,k##5)
11 -----> 12 **** 2 NODE: 11 k##4<lO
11 -----> 16 **** 2 NODE: 11 k##4<lO
L = .FALSE **11
12 -----> 13 **** 1 NODE: 12 - - - -
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 hl##4=hl##3+10
14 -----> 15 **** 1 NODE: 14 k##5=k##4+1 **12
h1##3 = ETA.T(12,h1##4)
k##4 = ETA.T(12,k##5)
15 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 15 - - - - - - **12
16 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 16 hl##3>100
16 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 16 hl##3>100
17 -----> 19 **** 1 NODE: 17 h2##3=1000
h2##4 = QAMMA(16,h2##3,h2##2)
h3##3 = QAMMA(16,h3##2,h3##9)
19 -----> 20 **** 2 NODE: 19 - - - -















NODE: 28 i##5=O **30
20 -----> 23 **** 1 NODE: 20 j##2==O
21 -----> 22 **** 1 NODE: 21 h4##3=(h2##4+h3##3)/h1##3
22 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 22 - - - - - - **20
h4##4 = GAMMA(20,h4##3, GAMMA(23,h4##5, GAr'MA(26,h4##6,
GAMMA (50 , h4##7 I h4##8) ) ) }
i##3 = GAMMA(20,i##2, ~(23/i##2, GAMMA(26,i##6,
GAMMA(50,i##9,i##2»)))
j##3 = GAMMA(20,j##2, GAMMA(23,j##2, GAMMA(26,j##4,
GAMMA(SO,j##9,j##2))))
k##6 = GAMMA (20 , k##4, GAMMA (23 , k##4, GAMMA (26 , k##7,
GAMMA(50,k##13,k##4)})
1##3 = GAMMA(20,l##2, GAMMA(23,l##2, GAMMA(26,l##2,
GAMMA(SO,1##5,l##2»»
hl##5 = GAMMA(20,hl##3, GAMMA(23,hl##3, GAr'MA(26,hl##6,
GAMMA(50,h1##3,hl##3))))
h2##5 = GAMMA{20,h2##4, GAMMA(23,h2##4, GAMMA(26,h2##6,
GAMMA{SO,h2##4,h2##4») )
h3##4 = GAMMA(20,h3##3, GAMMA(23,h3##3, GAMMA(26,h3##5,
GAMMA(SO,h3##3,h3##3»»
76 -----> 77 **** 5 NODE: 76 - - - - - - **20









78 -----> 7 **** 1
23 -----> 24 **** 1
23 -----> 26 **** 1
24 -----> 25 **** 1
25 -----> 76 **** 1
26 -----> 27 **** 1
26 -----> 50 **** 1
27 -----> 28 **** 1
28 -----> 29 **** 1
L = . TRUE






k##7 = MU.L(30,k##4,k##8) 30 i##6<10
30 -----> 31 **** 2 NODE:
30 -----> 49 **** 2 NODE: 30 i##6<10
L = .FALSE
31 -----> 32 **** 1 NODE: 31 - - - -
32 -----> 33 **** 1 NODE: 32 j##5=0 **34
L = .TRUE 33





h3##6 = MU.L(34,h3##5,h3##7) 34 J'##6<10
34 -----> 35 **** 2 NODE:
34 -----> 47 **** 2 NODE: 34 j##6<lO
L = .FALSE DE 35
35 -----> 36 **** 1 NO: - - - -
36 -----> 37 **** 1 NODE: 36 k##9=O **38





38 -----> 39 **** 2 NODE: 38 k##10<19
38 -----> 45 **** 2 NODE: 38 k##lO<19
L = .FALSE
39 -----> 40 **** 1 NODE: 39 - - - - - - **38
40 -----> 41 **** 1 NODE: 40 h1##9=i##6+j##6
41 -----> 42 **** 1 NODE: 41 h2##9=k##lO+j##6
42 -----> 43 **** 1 NODE: 42 h3##8=k##10*j##6*i##6





44 -----> 38 **** 1 NODE: 44 - - - - - - **39






46 -----> 34 **** 1 NODE: 46 - - - - - - **35







48 -----> 30 **** 1 NODE: 48 - - - - **31
49 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 49 - - - - **26
50 -----> 51 **** 1 NODE: 50 j##2==3
50 -----> 74 **** 1 NODE: 50 j##2==3
51 -----> 52 **** 1 NODE: 51 l##8,j##8,k##12,l##4
L = .TRUE





53 -----> 54 **** 2 NODE: 53 i##9<10
53 -----> 72 **** 2 NODE: 53 i##9<lO
L = .FALSE
54 -----> 55 **** 1 NODE: 54 - - - - **53
55 -----> 56 **** 1 NODE: 55 k##13==1##5
55 -----> 61 **** 1 NODE: 55 k##13==1##5
56 -----> 57 **** 1 NODE: 56 j##10=i##9
57 -----> 58 **** 1 NODE: 57 k##13==j##lO
57 -----> 59 **** 1 NODE: 57 k##13==j##lO
58 -----> 60 **** 1 NODE: 58 1##6=5
1##7 = GAMMA(57,l##6,l##12}
60 -----> 62 **** 2 NODE: 60 - - - - - - **57
j##ll = GAMMA(55,j##lO,j##9)
k##14 = GAMMA(55,k##13,k##15)
1##8 = GAMMA(SS,1##7,1##S) **SS
62 -----> 63 **** 2 NODE: 62 -
L = .TRUE **64
63 -----> 64 **** 1 NODE: 63 -
1##9 = MU.L(64,l##8,l##11)
64 -----> 65 **** 2 NODE: 64 k##14<lO
64 -----> 70 **** 2 NODE: 64 k##14<lO
L = .FALSE **6465 -----> 66 **** 1 NODE: 65 - - - - - -
129
130




73 - - - - - - **50













66 -----> 67 **** 1 NODE: 66 k##14==i##9
66 -----> 68 **** 1 NODE: 66 k##14==i##9
67 -----> 68 **** 1 NODE: 67 1##10=1##9+4
1##11 = GAMMA(66,1##9,1##10)
68 -----> 69 **** 2 NODE: 68 - - - - - -
1##9 = ETA.T(64,1##11)
69 -----> 64 **** 1 NODE: 69 - - - - - -





71 -----> 53 **** 1
59 -----> 60 **** 0
61 -----> 62 **** 0
72 -----> 73 **** 1
73 -----> 76 **** 1
74 -----> 75 **** 1
75 -----> 76 **** 1
18 -----> 19 **** 0
79 -----> 80 **** 1
**66
**64
The program dependence web for the program test3.c
1 -----> 2 **** a NODE: 1 h1##1=10
2 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 2 h2##1=0
3 -----> 4 **** 1 NODE: 3 h3##1=O
4 -----> 5 **** 1 NODE: 4 h4##1=0
5 -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 5 i##l,j##l,k##1,1##1
L = .TRUE









7 -----> 8 **** 2 NODE: 7 i##2<10
7 -----> 79 **** 2 NODE: 7 i##2<10
L = .FAlSE
8 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 8 - - - - - - **7
9 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 9 k##3=O **11
L = . TRUE
10 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 10 - - - - **11
hl##3 = MU.L(11,hl##2,hl##4)
k##4 = MU.L{II,k##3,k##5) 11 k##4<10
11 -----> 12 **** 2 NODE:
11 -----> 16 **** 2 NODE: 11 k##4<lO
L = .FAlSE **1112 -----> 13 **** 1 NODE: 12 - - - - - -
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 h1##4=h1##3+10
14 -----> 15 **** 1 NODE: 14 k##5=k##4+1 **12
hl##3 = ETA.T(12,h1##4)
k##4 = ETA.T(12,k##5)
15 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 15 - - - - - - **12
16 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 16 hl##3>100
16 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 16 h1##3>100
Predicate hl##3>100 is TRUE 17 h2##3=1000














NODE: 28 i##5=O **30
h3##3 = GAMMA(16,h3##2,h3##9)
19 -----> 20 **** 2 NODE: 19 - - - - - - **16
20 -----> 21 **** 1 NODE: 20 j##2==O
20 -----> 23 **** 1 NODE: 20 j##2==O
21 -----> 22 **** 1 NODE: 21 h4##3=(h2##4+h3##3}/h1##3
22 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 22 - - - - - - **20
h4##4 = GAMMA(20,h4##3, GAMMA(23,h4##5, GAMMA(26,h4##6,
GAMMA(SO,h4##7,h4##8»))
i##3 = GAMMA(20,i##2, GAMMA(23,i##2, GAMMA(26,i##6,
GAMMA(SO,i##9,i##2»»
j##3 = GAMMA(20,j##2, GAMMA(23,j##2, GAMMA(26,j##4,
GAMMA(SO,j##9,j##2))))
k##6 = GAMMA(20,k##4, GAMMA{23,k##4, GAMMA(26,k##7,
GAMMA{50,k##13,k##4»»
1##3 = GAMMA{20,l##2, GAMMA(23,l##2, GAMMA (26, 1##2,
GAMMA(50,1##S,l##2))
hl##5 = GAMMA(20,hl##3, GAMMA(23,hl##3, GAMMA(26,h1##6,
GAMMA(50,hl##3,hl##3»»)
h2##5 = GAMMA(20,h2##4, GAMMA(23,h2##4, GAMMA{26,h2##6,
GAMMA(SO,h2##4,h2##4))))
h3##4 = GAMMA{20,h3##3, GAMMA(23,h3##3, GAMMA(26,h3##5,
GAMMA(50,h3##3,h3##3»»
76 -----> 77 **** 5 NODE: 76 - - - - - - **20









78 -----> 7 **** 1
23 -----> 24 **** 1
23 -----> 26 **** 1
24 -----> 25 **** 1
25 -----> 76 **** 1
26 -----> 27 **** 1
26 -----> 50 **** 1
27 -----> 28 **** 1
28 -----> 29 **** 1
L = .TRUE






k##7 = MU.L(30,k##4,k##8) 30 1.'##6<10
30 -----> 31 **** 2 NODE:
30 -----> 49 **** 2 NODE: 30 i##6<10
L = .FALSE 3
31 -----> 32 **** 1 NODE: 1 - - - -
32 -----> 33 **** 1 NODE: 32 j##5=O **34
L = .TRUE ~ 33





h3##6 = MU.L(34,h3##5,h3##7} 34 J'##6<10
34 -----> 35 **** 2 NODE:
34 -----> 47 **** 2 NODE: 34 j##6<10







36 -----> 37 **** 1 NODE: 36 k##9=0 **38
L = .TRUE





38 -----> 39 **** 2 NODE: 38 k##10<19
38 -----> 45 **** 2 NODE: 38 k##10<19
L = .FAlSE
39 -----> 40 **** 1 NODE: 39 - - - - - - **38
40 -----> 41 **** 1 NODE: 40 hl##9=i##6+j##6
41 -----> 42 **** 1 NODE: 41 h2##9=k##10+j##6
42 -----> 43 **** 1 NODE: 42 h3##8=k##10*j##6*i##6
43 -----> 44 **** 1 NODE: 43 k##11=k##10+1 **39
hl##8 = ETA.T(39,hl##9)
h2##8 = ETA.T(39,h2##9)
h3##7 = ETA. T (39 ,'h3##8)
k##10 = ETA.T(39,k##11)
44 -----> 38 **** 1 NODE: 44 - - - - - - **39






46 -----> 34 **** 1 NODE: 46 - - - - - - **35







48 -----> 30 **** 1 NODE: 48 - - - -
49 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 49 - - - -
50 -----> 51 **** 1 NODE: 50 j##2==3
50 -----> 74 **** 1 NODE: 50 j##2==3
51 -----> 52 **** 1 NODE: 51 1##8,j##8,k##12,1##4
L = .TRUE





53 -----> 54 **** 2 NODE: 53 i##9<10
53 -----> 72 **** 2 NODE: 53 i##9<10
L = .FALSE
54 -----> 55 **** 1 NODE: 54 - - - -
55 -----> 56 **** 1 NODE: 55 k##13==1##5
55 -----> 61 **** 1 NODE: 55 k##13==1##5
Predicate k##13==1##5 is TRUE
56 -----> 57 **** 1 NODE: 56 j##10=i##9
57 -----> 58 **** 1 NODE: 57 k##13==j##10
57 -----> 59 **** 1 NODE: 57 k##13==j##10
Predicate k##13==j##10 is TRUE
58 -----> 60 **** 1 NODE: 58 1##6=5
1##7 = GAMMA(57,1##6,1##12)
60 -----> 62 **** 2 NODE: 60 - - - -
j##11 = GAMMA(55,j##10,j##9)
k##14 = GAMMA (55 , k##13 , k##15)
1##8 = GAMMA(55,1##7,1##5) 62
62 -----> 63 **** 2 NODE: - - - - - - **55
L = .TRUE 3 **6463 -----> 64 **** 1 NODE: 6 - - - - - -
133
1##9 = MU.L(64,l##8,l##11)
64 -----> 65 **** 2 NODE: 64 k##14<10
64 -----> 70 **** 2 NODE: 64 k##14<lO
L = .FALSE
65 -----> 66 **** 1 NODE: 65 - - - - - - **64
66 -----> 67 **** 1 NODE: 66 k##14==i##9
66 -----> 68 **** 1 NODE: 66 k##14==i##9
Predicate k##14==i##9 is TRUE
67 -----> 68 **** 1 NODE: 67 1##10=1##9+4
1##11 = GAMMA(66,l##9,l##10)
68 -----> 69 **** 2 NODE: 68 **66
1##9 = ETA.T(64,1##11)
69 -----> 64 **** 1 NODE: 69 - **64
Predicate k##14==i##9 is FALSE





71 -----> 53 **** 1 NODE: 71 - - - - **53
Predicate k##13==j##10 is FALSE
59 -----> 60 **** 0 NODE: 59 1##12=6
Predicate k##13==1##5 is FALSE
61 -----> 62 **** 0 NODE: 61 k##15=k##13+2
72 -----> 73 **** 1 NODE: 72 h4##7={i##9*k##13+h2##4+h3##3}/hl##3
73 -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 73 - - - - - - **50
74 -----> 75 **** 1 NODE: 74 - - - - - -
7S -----> 76 **** 1 NODE: 75 h4##8=lOOOO
Predicate h1##3>lOO is FALSE
18 -----> 19 **** a NODE: 18 h3##9=500
79 -----> 80 **** 1 NODE: 79 i##2,j##2,h4##2
APPENDIXD
GRAPHS OF TIlE OUTPUT GENERAlED BY THE TOOL
The following program is an input to the tool, which translates simple C programs to
PDWs. For the following program, the various graphical representations ofthe output are
discussed. This should facilitate the interpretation of the output generated by the tool for
an input C program given by the grammar discussed in Section 4.1.
#include <stdio.h>
main()
{ .. kJ.nt J.,J, ,X,ffii
int hl,h2,h3,h4,hSi
scanf (n%d %d %d %d", &i, &j , &k , &x) i
i = 0;
while(i < 10) { {
if (i < 7)
if (i < 5) x = x + 5;
else
x = X +6;
}'
else x = x + 2;
m = k;
while(k < j) {
if (x < lOOO) x = x + 1;
k = k + 1;
}
k = m;
i = i + 1;
}
lrintf ("%d" I x) i
Figure 14. A sample C program used as an input to the tool
134
135
The above program adds 5 to the input variable x five times4l 6 twice and 2 thrice. Each
time if the value of x is less than 1000, the program adds I to x the difference of k and
j times.
The following is the output to the C program listed in Figure 14 which was given as input
to the tool. Each statement of the program listed in Figure 14 is assigned a statement


















The following is the control flow graph as a linked !ist for th~ p~gram listed in

































The follo~g i.s th~ control flow graph as a tree-structured directed graph for the






























































































NODE: 3 - - - - - -
NODE: 4 i##2<10
NODE: 4 i##2<10






NODE: 10 - - - - - -
NODE: 12 - - - - - -
NODE: 13 m##l=k##l
NODE: 14 - - - - - -
NODE: 15 k##l<j##l
NODE: 15 k##I<j##l




NODE: 19 - - - - - -
NODE: 20 k##2=k##1+1
NODE: 21 - - - - - -
NODE: 22 k##3=rn##1
NODE: 23 i##3=i##2+1





The following is the static single assignment form for the program given in Figure 14.
The pictorial representation for this program is given in Figure 17 and 17.a
1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 i##l,j##l,k##l,X##l
2 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 2 i##2=O
3 -----> 4 **** 1 NODE: 3 - - - - - - **4
i##3 = PHI(i##2 2 2,i##4 4 23)
k##2 = PHI (k##l 1 1,k##5 5 22)
X##2 = PHI(X##l 1 1,X##6 6 15)
m##1 = PHI (rn##O 0 0,m##2 2 22)
4 -----> 5 **** 2 NODE: 4 i##3<10
4 -----> 25 **** 2 NODE: 4 i##3<10
5 -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 5 - - - -
6 -----> 7 **** 1 NODE: 6 i##3<7
6 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 6 i##3<7
7 -----> 8 **** 1 NODE: 7 i##3<S
7 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 7 i##3<S
8 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 8 X##3=X##2+S
X##4 = PHI(X##3 3 8,X##9 9 9) **7
10 -----> 12 **** 2 NODE: 10 - - - - - -
X##5 = PHI(X##4 4 lO,X##lO 10 11) **6
13 **** 2 NODE: 12 - - - - - -
i~ =====~ 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 m##2=k##2
14 -----> 15 **** 1 NODE: 14 - - - - - - **15
k##3 = PHI (k##2 2 13,k##4 4 20)
137
X##6 = PHI (X##5 5 12, X##8 8 19)
15 -----> 16 **** 2 NODE: 15 k##3<j##1
15 -----> 22 **** 2 NODE: 15 k##3<j##1
16 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 16 - - - - - - **15
17 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 17 X##6<1000
17 -----> 19 **** 1 NODE: 17 X##6<lOOO
18 -----> 19 **** 1 NODE: 18 X##7=X##6+1
X##8 = PHI (X##6 6 17, X##7 7 18)
19 -----> 20 **** 2 NODE: 19 - - - - - - **17
20 -----> 21 **** 1 NODE: 20 k##4=k##3+1
21 -----> 15 **** 1 NODE: 21 - - - - - - **15
22 -----> 23 **** 1 NODE: 22 k##5=m##2
23 -----> 24 **** 1 NODE: 23 i##4=i##3+1
24 -----> 4 **** 1 NODE: 24 - - - - - - **4
9 -----> 10 **** 0 NODE: 9 X##9=X##2+6
11 -----> 12 **** 0 NODE: 11 X##10=X##2+2
25 -----> 26 **** 1 NODE: 25 X##2
The following is the gated single assignment fonn for the program given in Figure 14.
The pictorial representation of the if-then-else in the program is shown in Figure 18.
1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 i##1,j##1,k##1,X##1
2 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 2 i##2=O
L = .TRUE





4 -----> 5 **** 2 NODE: 4 i##3<10
4 -----> 25 **** 2 NODE: 4 i##3<10
L = .FALSE
5 -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 5 - - - - **4
6 -----> 7 **** 1 NODE: 6 i##3<7
6 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 6 i##3<7
7 -----> 8 **** 1 NODE: 7 i##3<5
7 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 7 i##3<5
8 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 8 X##3=X##2+S
X##4 = GAMMA (7 , X##3 , X##9)
10 -----> 12 **** 2 NODE: 10 - - - - - - **7
X##5 = GAMMA(6,X##4,X##10) **6
12 -----> 13 **** 2 NODE: 12 - - - - - -
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 m##2=k##2
L = .TRUE **1514 -----> 15 **** 1 NODE: 14 - - - - - -
k##3 = MU.L(15,k##2,k##4}
X##6 = MU.L(15,X##5,X##8)
15 -----> 16 **** 2 NODE: 15 k##3<j##1
15 -----> 22 **** 2 NODE: 15 k##3<j##1
L = .FALSE **15
16 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 16 - - - - - -
17 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 17 X##6<1000
17 -----> 19 **** 1 NODE: 17 X##6<lOOO
18 -----> 19 **** 1 NODE: 18 X##7=X##6+1
X##8 = GAMMA(17,X##6,X##7) E 19 _ - - - - - **17
19 -----> 20 **** 2 NOD: 20 k##4=k##3+1
20 -----> 21 **** 1 NODE:
k##3 = ETA.T(15,k##4)
X##6 = ETA.T(15,X##8) NODE .. 21 - - - - - - **15
21 -----> 15 **** 1
22 -----> 23 **** 1 NODE: 22 k##5=m##2





24 -----> 4 **** 1
9 -----> 10 **** 0
11 -----> 12 **** 0
25 -----> 26 **** 1
NODE: 23 i##4=i##3+1





The following is the program dependence web for the program given in Figure 14.
The pictorial representation of the if-then-else statement is given in Figure 19.
1 -----> 2 **** 0 NODE: 1 i##1,j##1,k##1,X##1
2 -----> 3 **** 1 NODE: 2 i##2=O
L = .TRUE





4 -----> 5 **** 2 NODE: 4 i##3<10
4 -----> 25 **** 2 NODE: 4 i##3<10
L = .FAlSE
5 -----> 6 **** 1 NODE: 5 - - - - **4
6 -----> 7 **** 1 NODE: 6 i##3<7
6 -----> 11 **** 1 NODE: 6 i##3<7
Predicate i##3<7 is TRUE
7 -----> 8 **** 1 NODE: 7 i##3<5
7 -----> 9 **** 1 NODE: 7 i##3<5
Predicate i##3<5 is TRUE
8 -----> 10 **** 1 NODE: 8 X##3=X##2+S
X##4 = GAMMA (7 , X##3 , X##9)
10 -----> 12 **** 2 NODE: 10 - - - - - - **7
X##5 = GAMMA(6,X##4,X##10) **6
12 -----> 13 **** 2 NODE: 12 - - - - - -
13 -----> 14 **** 1 NODE: 13 m##2=k##2
L = .TRUE **1514 -----> 15 **** 1 NODE: 14 - - - - - -
k##3 = MU.L(15,k##2,k##4)
X##6 = MU.L(15,X##5,X##8)
15 -----> 16 **** 2 NODE: 15 k##3<j##1
15 -----> 22 **** 2 NODE: 15 k##3<j##1
L = .FAlSE **1516 -----> 17 **** 1 NODE: 16 - - - - - -
17 -----> 18 **** 1 NODE: 17 X##6<1000
17 -----> 19 **** 1 NODE: 17 X##6<1000
Predicate X##6<1000 is TRUE 18 X##7=X##6+1
18 -----> 19 **** 1 NODE:
X##8 = GAMMA(17,X##6,X##7) **17
19 -----> 20 **** 2 NODE: 216k##4:k##3+1
20 -----> 21 **** 1 NODE:
k##3 = ETA.T(15,k##4)
X##6 = ETA.T(15,X##8) E **15
21 -----> 15 **** 1 NOD: 21 - - - - - -
Predicate X##6<1000 is FALSE 22 k##5=m##2
22 -----> 23 **** 1 NODE: 23 i##4=i##3+1





24 -----> 4 **** 1 NODE: 24 - - - - - - **4
Predicate i##3<S is FALSE
9 -----> 10 **** 0 NODE: 9 X##9=X##2+6
Predicate i##3<7 is FALSE
11 -----> 12 **** 0 NODE: 11 X##lO=X##2+2





Figure 15. CFG as a linked list for the program given in Figure 14
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Figure 16. CFG as a tree structured directed graph for the program given in Figure 14
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